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THE COMPONENTS OF THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP

OF A JORDAN ALGEBRAR)
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S. ROBERT GORDON

Abstract. Let £$ be a semisimple Jordan algebra over an algebraically closed field

<D of characteristic zero. Let G be the automorphism group of £$ and T the structure

groups of $. General results on G and T are given, the proofs of which do not involve

the use of the classification theory of simple Jordan algebras over <D. Specifically, the

algebraic components of the linear algebraic groups G and T are determined, and a

formula for the number of components in each case is given. In the course of this

investigation, certain Lie algebras and root spaces associated with £y are studied.

For each component G¡ of G, the index of G is defined to be the minimum dimen-

sion of the 1-eigenspace of the automorphisms belonging to G¡. It is shown that the

index of G( is also the minimum dimension of the fixed-point spaces of automorphisms

in G(. An element of G is called regular if the dimension of its 1-eigenspace is equal to

the index of the component to which it belongs. It is proven that an automorphism

is regular if and only if its 1-eigenspace is an associative subalgebra of £5. A formula

for the index of each component G¡ is given.

In the Appendix, a new proof is given of the fact that the set of primitive idem-

potents of a simple Jordan algebra over <b is an irreducible algebraic set.

Introduction. Let 3 be a semisimple Jordan algebra over an algebraically closed

field <P of characteristic zero, and let G be the automorphism group of $. Our

purpose in the following is to present general results on G which, are analogous to

certain well-known results on Lie algebras, the proofs of which do not involve

the use of the classification theory of simple Jordan algebras over <I>. Specifically,

we wish to determine the algebraic components of the linear algebraic group G;

that is, if G0 is the component of the identity of G, we wish to find the cosets G0, Gu

G2, ... of G0. For each component G¡ of G we will investigate the following

question: For r¡ e G¡, how small can the dimension of the fixed-point space of -q be?

Finally, we will apply the results of this investigation to each of the simple Jordan

algebras over 0.
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The corresponding questions for Lie algebras are answered in Chapter 9 of [8]

and in [9], the contents of which we summarize here. Let S be a semisimple Lie

algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and let G = Aut 2,

the automorphism group of £. Then there is a natural isomorphism between the

group G¡G0 of algebraic components of G and the group of automorphisms of the

Dynkin diagram of £, which is described as follows: Let § be a Cartan subalgebra

of fl, and let r¡ e G. Then there exists an automorphism t e G0, the component of

the identity of G, such that t¡t stabilizes §. The dual transformation (r¡r)* of

7?t|§ permutes the roots of S and so is of the form WiW2, where w1 is in the Weyl

group of S and w2 stabilizes a simple system of roots of S. Thus w2 induces an

automorphism it of the diagram of £; tr'1 is the automorphism corresponding to

the component r¡G0 of r¡. If G{ is a component of G we define the index of G¡ to be

the minimum dimension of the 1-eigenspaces of automorphisms belonging to G¡; we

call an element r¡ of G¡ regular if the dimension of its 1-eigenspace is the index of

G¡. In [9] it is shown that the 1-eigenspace of any automorphism ry of £ is a reduc-

tive subalgebra of £ which is abelian if and only if r¡ is regular, and that the index

of a component G¡ is the number of orbits of the corresponding automorphism of

the Dynkin diagram of £ (regarded as a permutation of the points of the diagram).

It is also shown that the index of G ¡ is the minimum dimension of the fixed-point

spaces of automorphisms belonging to G¡.

Our method in studying the Jordan algebra 3 and its automorphism group will

be to transfer the problems to certain Lie algebras associated with ^. Three Lie

algebras will be of particular interest: the derivation algebra Der^, the structure

Lie algebra £(3), and the Koecher-Tits algebra £(3). The reader is referred to

Chapter 8 of [10] for the definitions and elementary properties of these algebras.

For the moment, we only remark that ®(8) is semisimple, while £(3) and Der $

are completely reducible, so that their derived algebras £(9)' and Der 3' are semi-

simple. We shall study in particular the root spaces and Weyl groups of Der 3',

£($)', and $(3), so that we may make use of the results on automorphisms of Lie

algebras summarized above. Finally, we shall occasionally need to use facts about

linear algebraic groups, for which we offer [2] as a suitable reference.

1. Preliminaries. In the following, except when explicitly stated otherwise, 3

will be a finite-dimensional semisimple Jordan algebra over an algebraically closed

field <I> of characteristic zero. The product of two elements x, y e 3 will be written

x.y. We will denote by R the regular representation of 3, i.e. if a e 3 then Ra is the

mapping x h-> x.a of ^ into itself. We will denote by i/the quadratic representation

of 9; that is, Ua = 2R2 — Ra-z for ae$- The essential properties of R and U are

given in Chapter 1 of [10]; for the moment we mention only the so-called "Funda-

mental Formula" of Jordan algebras, namely

UaU0Ua - U0Ua

for all a, b e jg, and the fact that a e $ is invertible if and only if Ua is invertible.
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Let G be the automorphism group and T the structure group of 3- Here T is

defined to be the set of nonsingular linear transformations r¡ of 3 into itself such

that there exists a nonsingular linear transformation r¡* of S satisfyingr¡#Uar)=Uan

for every ueg. Here rf is uniquely determined, for if we take a=\, we find that

y# = U^r)'1. It is clear that G S r, since if ij e G then r¡~1Uarj= UaTI for all a e 3-

The Fundamental Formula implies that Ua e T for all invertible elements a of 3-

On page 59 of [10] it is shown that G = {q e T | 1t? = 1}. Both G and T are linear

algebraic groups; this fact is well known for G, and follows for T from the observa-

tion that the conditions Ulnr¡ ~1 Uar¡ = Uav for all a e 3 are expressible as a set of

polynomial equations on Hom4 (3, 3)- We will denote by G0 and T0 the algebraic

components of the identity of the groups G and T, respectively, and in general for

any linear group L, L0 will denote the component of the identity of L.

We will be concerned with several Lie algebras associated with §. % = Der $

will be the derivation algebra of 3- We recall that linear transformations of 3 of

the form [Ra, Rb], a,be$¡, are derivations of 3; sums of such derivations are called

inner derivations [10, p. 35]. Since S is semisimple and the characteristic of <1> is

zero, every derivation of ft is inner, i.e. ^ = [^3, R%]. Also ® is a completely re-

ducible Lie algebra of linear transformations of 3, so that 3) = @ © 1)', where @

is the center of 1>, and 5£)', the derived algebra of 3), is semisimple (for proofs of

these facts about 5D, see [10, pp. 323-324]). If 3=3i ©32, where & and 32 are

ideals of 3, then ® 2 Der 3i © Der 32, where the isomorphism identifies Der 3i

with {£> e $ I %2D = 0} and Der 32 with {D e 3) | 3i£> = 0}.

By £ = £(3) we will mean the structure Lie algebra R% © Î) of ,3. This is a Lie

algebra since [ivg, A3] s 1) and since for a eg, Del), we have [R a, D] = RaD.

It is also a completely reducible algebra of linear transformations of 3; in fact, the

simple ideals of 3 are the irreducible S-submodules of 3- Hence £=(£©£',

where © is the center of £ and £', the derived algebra of £, is semisimple. For x, y,

z e 3 we define the associator of x, y, and z to be [x, y, z] = (x.y).z — x.(y.z); by 3'

we mean the subspace of 3 spanned by all associators. Then £' = R& © 'S [10, proof

of Theorem 3, p. 314]. It is also clear that £(& © 32)s£(3i) © £(82) in a natural

way, since Si-32 = 0.

By SÎ = A(3) we will mean the Koecher-Tits algebra of 8- This algebra has as the

underlying vector space 3 © 8 © 2* the direct sum of £ and two copies of 3-

The product in St is given by anticommutativity and the following:

£ is a subalgebra of Ä,

[3,3] = [3,3] = 0,
[x,Ra+D] = x(Ra+D) and [x, Ra +D] = (x(-Ra + D))~ ifx,>>e3, De®,

[x, y]=2(Rx.y - [Rx, Ry]) ifx,ye 3.

(Typographical convenience has throughout this paper required the occasional use

of the awkward notations (A)~, (A)~, (A)~ in place of A, Ä, Â, respectively,

whenever A is a sequence of two or more symbols.) In this definition we follow

Koecher [11] rather than Jacobson [10], who defines [x, y] to be Rx.y— [Rx, Ry].
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It is easy to check that the two definitions yield isomorphic algebras. That SÎ is a Lie

algebra with this product is proven in [10, pp. 325-326], or in [11, p. 799]. Ä is

semisimple if and only if Q is semisimple, and is simple if and only if $ is simple

[10, pp. 332-333] (or [11, pp. 794 and 805]). As before, Ä(8i © &.) = Äföi)

© ^(82)- By e we will mean the automorphism of 5Î which sends a + b + Rc+ D

-> b + ä-Rc + D for all a, b, ceS and Del). We will also use the same letter e

to denote the restriction of this mapping to £, i.e. the automorphism of £ given by

Ra+D\-> - Ra + D for alia eg, De^.

We will be interested in Cartan subalgebras of these Lie algebras. In this connec-

tion we have the following general

Lemma. Let £ be a Lie algebra and S an abelian Lie algebra. If&i is a Cartan sub-

algebra of £, then §=© © §i is a Cartan subalgebra o/© © £. Conversely, if & is

a Cartan subalgebra of(í © £, then §=(£ © ¡qu where §i = §nSija Cartan sub-

algebra of 2.

Proof. Since ^ is nilpotent and [£, £]ç[©, (£] + [©, £i] + [£i, £>i] = 0 + 0

+ [í>i. ¡Oí], § is also nilpotent. If c e S, x e 2 are such that adges (c + x) normalizes

4?, then ad x normalizes 4?i- I.e., x e Çj. Hence (£ © 4?i is a Cartan subalgebra of

(£©£.

Let § be a Cartan subalgebra of (£ © £. Since [(£, £]=0, ad (£ normalizes 4? and

thus &^4?- Hence if 4?i is the projection of 4? on £, then 4?i —4?- This means that

i?i = 4? n £ and £> = © © 4?i.. 4?i is a homomorphic image of § and so is nilpotent.

If xe2 is such that [4?i, x]s4?i> then [4?, x] = [(S, x] + [4?i, x]ç0© 4?x. Thus

x e 4?, i.e. x e § n £ = 4?i- This shows that 4?i ¡s a Cartan subalgebra of £.

Proposition 1. Let SB be a Cartan subalgebra of 1) = Der 3 íz«í/ let 91

={x e £$ | x2B = 0}. Then 4? = Rm + SB ¿y í/¡e unique Cartan subalgebra of 2 containing

SB.

Proof. We first show that ads SB is a completely reducible algebra of linear

transformations of £. Indeed, ® = ®@2)' and so by the lemma 3B = (£©3B1,

where 30! = SB n 55' is a Cartan subalgebra of®'. Now & is an abelian Lie algebra

of semisimple transformations [8, p. 47]; standard results of the representation

theory of semisimple Lie algebras [1, Exposé 17] show that the same is true of SB!.

Since [©, SBi] = 0, SB is also a commutative Lie algebra of semisimple transforma-

tions of S (the sum of commuting semisimple transformations is semisimple).

Hence SB is completely reducible [8, p. 100]. Now the adjoint action of SB in

Hom4 (3, 3) is completely reducible [8, pp. 22 and 83]. The restriction of this action

to £ is ads SB, which is thus completely reducible.

2Bc<2)ç£' and £' is semisimple. Since ads SB is completely reducible and stabil-

izes £', ads' SB is also completely reducible. But SB is abelian (since SB! is); thus we

can apply [8, p. 105, exercise 21] to conclude that SB is contained in some Cartan

subalgebra 4?i of £'. Using the lemma again, we conclude that SB is contained in

some Cartan subalgebra of £, namely S © 4?i-
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Let ¿p be any Cartan subalgebra of £ containing 23. Then § = © © ¡Qí, where

§a, a Cartan subalgebra of £', is abelian. This means that § is abelian. Let Rx

+ D e ¡q and Ee 23. Then 0=[RX+ D, E] = RxE+[D, E]. I.e., xS3 = 0and [D, SB]

= 0; in particular D normalizes S3. Hence xeVL and D e SB. This means that

Äsa + 38 is a subalgebra of £. In fact [Rx, 38] = í?to = 0; and if *, y e 91 and Z) e 38

then [[i?*, /?„], D] = [[RX, D], Ry] + [RX, [Ry, Z>]]=0 + 0 so that [Rx, Ry] normal-

izes 38 and hence is in 38. Thus [R<x, J?a]ç38.

iva+ 38 is nilpotent: [i?5i + 38, £« +S3] !=[£«, Rm] + [Rm, SB]+ [38, 33] = [/?«,

Rm] and [[Rm, Rm], iv3t + S3]ç[S3, Ä9[ + SB] = 0. Since a Cartan subalgebra is a

maximal nilpotent subalgebra [8, p. 103, exercise 1], we have £ = ivä + 3B.

Proposition 2. Let 8 èe any Jordan algebra with 1, £ the structure Lie algebra of

8 and Si the Koecher-Tits algebra o/8- If ¡d is a Cartan subalgebra ofS,, then íq is

also a Cartan subalgebra of Si.

Proof. ¡p is certainly a nilpotent subalgebra of Si. [i?1; §] =0 since R1 is the iden-

tity map of 3; so Rx normalizes ÍQ—i.e. R1 e §. Now suppose a + b+L e Si nor-

malizes §. Then a-b = a.\-(b.\)- + 0 = aR1 + (b(-R1))~ + [L,R1] = [a + b+L,R1]

e^çfl. Hence a = b = 0, so that L normalizes £>. We conclude that a + b + L

=LeiQ.

Henceforth 38 will be a fixed, but arbitrary, Cartan subalgebra of 1). We let

33! = 38 n £>', 9i = {xe8 | xSB = 0}, £ = £« + 23, ©! = £ n £'. Propositions 1 and

2 show that § is a Cartan subalgebra of SÎ and is therefore abelian. Let 91' = 9t n 3' ;

then $!-(% © 38) n C% © ®) = i?r © 38.

By ( , ) we will mean the Killing form of Si and by < , > the Killing form of £'.

The form ( , ) is nondegenerate on §, the Cartan subalgebra of Si constructed

above. Associated with ( , ) in a natural way is a symmetric bilinear form on §*,

the dual space of £>. The same symbol will be used for this form, which is defined as

follows: If a, ß e ¡p*, we choose Ha, HB e § so that for all He £>, (Ha, H) = a(H)

and (Hs, H) = ß(H); then (a, ß) = (Ha, Hs). Similarly, < , > is a nondegenerate

bilinear form on ¡p! and gives rise to a nondegenerate form < , > on £>*.

Proposition 3. £' = .% © @© 2)', where the three spaces Ry, @, and S>' are

mutually orthogonal with respect to < , >.

Proof. We first show that Ry and Ii are orthogonal. If a e 3' and AéD then

R* ad Äa ad Z>=[[Ä3<, Ra], ¿>]£[®, £>]£$ and S3 ad Äa ad Z>=[[®, *„], D]

ç[Aaî), Z>]ç[Zv3', D]ci?3Di=i?3'. Thus ad Ra ad Z> interchanges the spaces Ry

and "D. It follows that <Äa, 7_)> = tr ad Ra ad Z> = 0.

Since $>' is spanned by all products [D, F], D, Fe%, to show that <(£, 1)'> = 0

we need only to show that (E,[D, F]) = 0 for every Ee®, D, Fe%. Now

0 = £>ad£ad[£>, F]. Also E[D, F] = E(DF-FD) = EDF-EFD = EDF-FED

= [ED,F]. Thus if aeS', Ä«ad£ad [D, F] = [[Ra, E], [D, F]] = RalED¡„. This

means that <£, [D, F]> = tr^, ad E ad [Z>, F] = tr3< [ED, F] = 0.
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Corollary. 4?i = Pw © ® © 2Bi, wÄere Ar, ®, and$Bi are mutually orthogonal

with respect to < , >.

We define the linear transformation aH-S from 4?* to §* to be the dual of the

natural projection of 4) = ®© 4?i onto 4?i- Thus if a 6 4?*, CeE and He 4?i then

â(C+H) = a(H). Note that a(e) = 0 and â|4>! = a. Thus the mapping at->âis

injective. The image (4?*)^ consists of all p e 4?* such that p(©) = 0. For if p has this

property then (p\&i)~ = p.

In a similar way we define the linear transformation w i-> ¿¡> from SB* to 4?*

to be the dual of the natural projection of 4?i = -#5r © ® © 281 onto SBi. Thus if

coeSBÍ, a e 21', £e© and Z/eSBi then ¿>(/v „ + £+//) = w(H). The mapping «j

i—s- ¿D is injective and the image (S8*)~ consists of all a e 4>* such that a(Ä«) = <*(@)

= 0. We let @* = {«e4?* | a(Rr) = «(SBj) = 0} and SX* ={«e§f | a(©) = a(SBi) = 0}.

With these definitions 4?* = Sl* © ©* © (SB*)", as is easily verified (the inconsis-

tency in notation here is deliberate: although St* and ©* can be naturally identified

with the dual spaces of Rw and <S, respectively, we shall not need to use this fact ;

we will, however, make explicit use of the identification of (SB*)" with the dual

space of SBj). The Corollary above implies that the three spaces 9Í*, ©*, and

(SB*)" are mutually orthogonal with respect to < , >. Indeed, let a e St*, ß e Gc*,

ye (SB*)" and choose Ha, H0, Hy in 4?i so that for all //e4?i, (,Ha, H} = a(H),

(HB, H}=ß(H), and (Hy, H}=y(H). Since <\Ha, e + SB1> = 0 and since the spaces

@ and SBi are nonisotropic with respect to < , >, it follows that Ha e R%-. Similarly

r/,E® and h',6»!. But then <a, ß> = (Ha, He> = 0, <a, y> = <//„, Hy> = 0 and

<j8, y} = (Hß, Hy} = 0. For brevity we let SB* = @* © (SB*)" in the sequel.

The automorphism e of ñ has period two and stabilizes 4? and 4?i- We denote by

£* both the dual of e|4? (acting in 4?*) and the dual of e|4?i (acting in 4?*)- These two

transformations agree in the following sense: if a e 4?* then (ae*)~ = âe*. Indeed,

if Ra + De%i then (âe*)(Ra+D) = â((Ra+D)e) = &(-Ra+D) = a(-Ra+D) =

ae*(Ra+ D) = (ae*)~(Ra + D). Now if Ra+ D is in the center of £ then D = 0, since

for all xe$, 0=[Rx, Ra + D] = RxD+[Rx, Ra], i.e. xD = 0. This means that if

Ced then Ce = -C so that &e*(C) = â(-C) = 0 = (ae*P(C).

If a e Si* and w e SB* then ae*= —a and we* = oj. To see this, one merely ob-

serves that for all Ra + Deiç1 one has (ae*)(Ra+D) = a(-Ra+D) = a(-Ra) =

- a(Ra) = (- a)(Ra + D) and (we*)(Ra + D) = a>( - R a + D) = m(D) = co(Ra + D). This

means that 9i* = {a e 4?* | ae*= —a} and SB*={a e §* | ae* = a}. As a consequence,

we see that for a e 4?*, the projection of a on SB* is a+ =$(a + ae*), whereas the

projection of a on Si* is a_ =\(a — ae*). In fact, e* fixes ^(a + ae*) and sends

i(a-ae*) to — \(a — ae*), so that ^(a + ae*) e SB* and ^(a —ae*) e Sí*; and certainly

a = \(a + ae*) + %(a — ae*).

We now turn our attention to the relationship between the groups G and F and

these algebras. If -n e F, then the linear transformation ij: a + b+L^-a + ty-n*-1)-

+ r¡'1Lr] of Ä into itself is an automorphism of 5Î. If r¡, £ s T then íj£ = (t/£)~ (see,
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for example, p. 33 of [12]). The mapping r¡ m* f¡ of T into Aut Si is clearly a rational

homomorphism, since ■q#~1 = -qU^n1. Since iy|8 = ^, the mapping tj i—> ^ is in fact a

birational isomorphism between T and a subgroup T of Aut Si. The fact that the

mapping is birational implies that it makes the algebraic components of T and f

correspond. In particular, (r)0 = (r0)~. The same considerations apply to the

restriction of this automorphism to G; thus the components of G and G correspond

and (G)o = (G0)~. We can characterize the group T as follows.

Proposition 4. The following are equivalent :

(i)xef;

(ii) x is an automorphism of Si fixing R1;

(iii) x is an automorphism of Si stabilizing 3 and 3-

Proof, (i) implies (ii): If r¡ e T is such that f¡ = x, then R1x = -q'1Rl-q = -q~1I-q = I

(ii) implies (iii): Let a, be%. Then ax = [a, Ri]x=[aX, RiX] = laX, Ri] and bx

= ((-Z>)(-£1))"X=[r5, Ri]x=l-bx, Rx]=-[b~x, ÄJ. Now in general, if c, de%

and Le 2 then [c + d+L, Rr] = c-d+0 so that c + d+L=[c + d+L, Rx] means

d=L = 0and c + d+L= —[c + d+L, Ry] means c = L = 0. Hence ax e8 and 5xe8-

(iii) implies (i): For any as8, *«x = (*«.!-(*«, ÄiBjf-HB, ï]x = i[aX, h] e S,

since ax e 3 and Ty e 3. Since A3 generates £ we have %^ £■

Letr? = x|3- Then if Le 2, aeg it follows that a-q ~ xLq = [ax ~í, L]x=[ax~1x, Lx]

= [a, Lx]=a(Lx). Thus r,-1Lv=Lx.

Let iji«e)c«|S- Then 3^1=3eXe = 3X£ = 3E = 3. And if be%, bx = beX = bexee

= b-q1e = (brll)-. Now r¡-\Ratb-[Ra, Rb])ri = $[a, 5]x = i[ari, (b7ll)-] = RaVibril-

[Rari, Rbni]. We let both sides of this equation operate on a-q, and use the fact [10, p.

325] that for a, b, ce3 one has c(Rab — [Ra, Rb]) = {abc} = bUa¡c (here Ua_c means

i(Ua + c— Ua— Uc)). We conclude that {a, b, a}r¡ = {a-q, b-qu a-q}, i.e. that bUa-q

= br¡lUav. Therefore Uar¡ = r¡1Uar, and it follows that r¡eT and ■q1 = r¡#~1. This

proves that x = V'- a + b + L -*■ a-q + (br)*~x)~ +r¡~1Lr¡.

Corollary. Ifx is an automorphism of Si, then x e G if and only if R1x = R\ and

lx-i.

We note that G0^fo^Aut0 Si, the component of the identity of Aut Si. This fol-

lows from the fact that G0 and r0 are irreducible and contain 1, together with the

following general observation : If A is a linear group and S an irreducible subset of

A, then S is entirely contained in some algebraic component of A. This observation

also shows that if Gt is any component of G, then G¡ lies entirely in some component

T; of T, and f\, lies entirely in some component of Aut Si.

If r¡ e G, then ■q~1Rar¡ = Rav. This implies that f¡ stabilizes A3 and also that -q

stabilizes 1>=[i?3, R%]. Hence f¡ must also stabilize @ and 5)'. We let r¡ = f¡\H'.

Then r¡ h> r¡ is a rational homomorphism of G into Aut 1)'.
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Proposition 5. If -n e G0 then f¡ fixes @ pointwise. ö0 is the component of the

identity o/Aut 55'.

Proof. Since the field has characteristic zero, 5) is the Lie algebra of G0 and the

subalgebras of Horn« (3, 3) generated by 1) and by G0 are the same [2, Vol. II,

Théorème 16, p. 179 and Corollaire 2, p. 157]. Certainly © is in the center of this

subalgebra. Hence every element of G0 commutes with every element of ©. This

proves the first assertion.

Since the field is algebraically closed, G0 is an algebraic group acting on 55' [2,

Vol. II, Corollaire 1, p. 122]. Previous considerations have established that G0

S Aut0 55'. So to show equality, we need only show that dim« G0ädimo Aut0 55'.

This can be accomplished by showing that the Lie algebra of G0 contains the Lie

algebra of Aut055', i.e. contains Der 2)' = ads- 55' (since 55' is semisimple). We do

this as follows :

We consider the adjoint representation of G0, under which each r¡ e G0 is mapped

to the linear transformation ad -q of 5) given by Dí-^t¡'1Dt] for all D e 5). Now

ad G0 is an algebraic group whose Lie algebra contains ads 5) [2, Vol. II, Théorème

6, p. 137; Définition 1, p. 138; Proposition 7, p. 142]. G0 is the restriction of ad G0

to 5)'. Let / be the mapping from Horn« (55, 55) to Horn« (5)', 55') which sends

£ e Horn (5), 55) to the linear transformation £/such that for D e 5)', D(t,f) is the

projection of Z>£ onto 5)' (with respect to the decomposition 55 = © ©5)'). Then

/ gives the rational representation of ad G0 such that (ad G0)f= G0. So the Lie

algebra of G0 contains the image of that of ad G0 under the differential of/. Since

/ is linear, it is its own differential. In particular, the Lie algebra of <j0 contains

(ads 55)/= ads- 5)'.

2. Roots. We will be interested in several root systems: the root systems

associated with the semisimple Lie algebras ft, £', and 55', and one other abstract

root system which will be defined presently. The definition of root system we shall

use is that of Serre [13, p. V-3]. Thus by a root system we mean a finite subset S

of a rational vector space 33 equipped with a positive definite symmetric bilinear

form ( , ), such that the following conditions are satisfied :

(i) S spans S3 and does not contain 0;

(ii) for every a e S, the symmetry wa of S3 in the direction of a stabilizes 2

(here wa : x -> x — (2(x, «)/(<*, <x))a for all x e S3) ;

(iii) for every a, ß e S, 2(a, B)/(a, a) is an integer.

The elements of S are called roots ; S is reduced if for each a e 2 and ÀeO,

Áa e S implies A= +1 or — 1. It is proven in [13, Chapitre VI] that the reduced root

systems are exactly those corresponding to semisimple Lie algebras.

We first consider the relationship between the roots of £' (which are elements of

4?*) and those of ft (which belong to 4j*). Note that R± e Sç4?.

Proposition 6. (a) If p is a root of ft then the root space ftp of p is contained

either in 3, 3, or £'.
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(b) If p is a root of ft, then p(Rx)= + 1, — 1, or 0 according as ftp is contained in

3, 3) or £' respectively.

(c) If a is a root of 2' then à is a root of ft satisfying &(R{) = 0. If p is a root of

ft satisfying p(Ri) = 0, then a = p|4?i is the unique root of 2' such that & = p.

Proof, (a) Let 0#Ke ftp, say K=a + b + L, where a,beQ,Le2. Then for any

//e§, p(H)a + p(H)b + p(H)L=[K, H] = [a, H] + [b, H]+ [L, H]. Since ads §

stabilizes 3, 3, and £ we have P(H)a=[a, H], p(H)b=[b, H], and p(H)L=[L, H].

But ftp is 1-dimensional [8, p. Ill], so at most one of a, b, Lean be nonzero. Thus

ftp = <S>a, 05, or <D¿. If L^O, choose H so that p(H)^0. Then [pitf)"1/,, H]=L,

i.e. L e £'.

(b) Let O^Keftp. Then if K=ae%, [a,Ri] = a. If K=be$, then [5,/^]

= (b(-Ri))- = -5. If A-=L e £', then [L, ivj=0.

(c) Let L e 2'a, the root space of a. Then L is a root vector for S since [L, H]

= a(H)L whenever H e Sq1, and [L, C] = 0-0L whenever Ce©. Certainly S(/?i)

= 0, since /?i e©. Conversely, if p(Ri) = 0 then SsS' by (b). Let 0#L e ftp. Then

for any He $lt [L, //] = p(H)L = (p\$i)(H)L. Thus L is a root vector for a = p|4?i-

Moreover, for any CeS, 0=[L, C] = p(C)L, i.e. p(©) = 0. This means that p = &.

Proposition 7. ¿er au ..., a¡ be a simple system of roots of 2'. Then &u ..., &¡

can be embedded in a simple system of roots of ft.

Proof. Since a h» & is injective, &lt ..., S¡ are linearly independent in §*•

Choose roots pu ..., pT of ft so that plt ..., pT, &u ..., &¡ is a basis for 4?* and

hence also for 4?*, the rational vector space spanned by the roots of ft. Let i be

the lexicographic ordering on 4?* associated with this basis of roots (in this order)

[8, p. 119]. Then with this ordering all ô, are simple. To prove this we suppose that

for some k, âk = p + a, where p > 0, o > 0 are roots of ft. Now p and a must both be

linear combinations of &u ..., a¡. For otherwise there would exist a /' such that

p = \jpj+ ■ ■ ■ + Arpr + 2i Pi&i, where A,, pt are rational numbers and X,, >0. But this

would mean that a = âk — p= —\¡pf+ • • • <0, a contradiction.

So suppose /a = 2 K<H — Ql Kat)~- This means that p(Ri) = 0, i.e. (by Proposition

6(c)) that zl Xtai = p\&1 is a root of £'. Similarly o = '2,p-lài and 2 AW is a root of £'.

At least one A¡ and one pt are positive since p, a>0. So p\Qi and ct|4?i are positive

roots of fl' with respect to the simple system au ..., a¡. But ak = /)|4Ji + cr|4?i, a

contradition to the simplicity of ak.

Proposition 8. Let au .. .,a¡ be a simple system of roots of 2'. Let pu ..., pr,

&i, ..., &i be a simple system of roots of ft. Then if p is any root of ft, say

r I

i=i     i=i

it follows that at most one nt is nonzero, and that a nonzero n¡ is either +1 or — 1.

Proof. Note that pt(Ri) = ± 1 for each i. Otherwise by Proposition 6(c) we would

have Pi = & for some a e §*, i.e. p¡ would be a linear combination of the &t's. By
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replacing p by — p if necessary, we can assume all «¡, w¡^0. We apply [8, XVII,

p. 123] to this representation of p. Thus there is a sequence of roots, the last of

which is p, such that each root in the sequence is obtained by adding some simple

root to the preceding. If the proposition is false we consider the first root in this

sequence of partial sums which contains exactly two of the roots p¡. Thus there

exist a = '2,qiâi (ffi^O) and roots p¡, p¡ so that pi + v, pi + pj + o- are roots of Si. Note

that a need not be a root.

Case 1. pi(R1) = pj(R1)=l. Then (pi + pj + o)(R1) = 2, in contradiction to Prop-

osition 6(b).

Case 2. pt(R1) = pJ(R1)= — 1. Then (pi + pJ + o-)(R1)= —2, again a contradiction.

Case 3. pi(R1)=l, pj(R1) = —1. Then (pi + pj + a)(R1) = 0. But this would mean

that pi + pj + o=&for some root a of £' by Proposition 6(c). I.e., pi + pj is a linear

combination of âls ..., &,, a contradiction.

Case 4. />¡(ivi) = — 1, pj(R1)= 1. Then again (p¡ + pj + ct)(Ri) = 0, a contradiction.

Proposition 9. Let au ..., al be a simple system of roots of 2'. Then there is a

unique set {px, ..., pr} of roots of Si such that p1(R1)= • ■ ■ =pr(Rt)= 1 and {px, ...,

pr, &u ..., &,} is a simple system of roots of Si.

Proof. By Proposition 7, we can choose roots p[, ..., p'r so that p\, ..., p'r,

&!, ..., &i is a simple system. In any event, p'f(R1)= ±1 for i=\, ..., r. Thus

pi(Ri)p'i, ■ ■ ■, p'r(R\)p'r, «i, ..., &¡ is a basis for ££ consisting of roots. Let á be

the lexicographic ordering on &$ associated with this basis of roots (in this order).

As in the proof of Proposition 7, âu ..., a¡ are simple roots with respect to this

ordering. We show that if p is any other simple root, then p(R.J= 1. Now by Prop-

osition 8, /> = £/>j + 2i wi"i f°r some j and e= ± 1, i.e. p = epj(R1)p'j(R1)p'j + ^i m^.

Now since p>0 in this ordering we must have ep'j(R1)=l, i.e. e = p'j(R1). So

p(R1) = ep'^R,) + 0 = ¿(ROPA*!) = 1 •

Let {&!, ..., CTr, Sj, ..., a,} be a second simple system of roots such that cr¡(.Ri)

= 1, /=1, ..., r. Then by Proposition 8, for each i, <yi = Eipix + ^jmijâj, where in

is 1, 2, ..., or r and e¡= ±1. Since {ct1; ..., ar, &u ..., a,} is linearly independent,

all the in are distinct—i.e. -n is a permutation of {1, ...,r). Now ei = eipiu(Rl)

= ct^Aj) = 1 for all /. Thus also all mi; are nonnegative integers. Furthermore,

Pin = ai — ̂ j mij&j. And since {a1; .. ,,a„ âu ..., &,} is a simple system, all w0 are

nonpositive integers. Hence all mu are zero and at = pln.

Corollary. Let px, ..., pr, au ..., a¡ be as in Proposition 9. Let r¡ be a linear

transformation ofS¿* (or £>*) which permutes the roots of Si, permutes the roots p of

Si such that p(Ri) = 1, and permutes &u ..., a¡. Then r¡ also permutes pu ..., pr.

Proof. {pls ..., pr, &i, • • -, &i}y is also a simple system of roots of Si. It is equal

to {piq, ■ ■., pr-q, «i, • • -, &i}, where (piv)(Ri)= 1 for all i. Thus by the uniqueness

assertion of Propostion 9, {piq, ..., prr¡} = {pu ..., pT}.

Proposition 10. Let a, ß be roots of 2'. Then 2(a, ß)/(a, a> = 2(â, ß)/(&, â).
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Proof. Let ß—r&, ..., ß+qa be the â-string of roots through ß. Now if ma + nß

is a root, so is ma + nß. Conversely, if ma + nß = (ma + nß)~ is a root then since it

annihilates Ru ma + nß = (ma + nß)~\iQi is a root of fl' by Proposition 6(c). So the

a-string of roots through ß is ß — ra, ..., ß+qa. And it is well known [8, p. 116]

that 2(&, ß)/(&, &) = r—q = 2([a, /?>/<<*, a>.

We remark that Proposition 10 means that the Cartan matrix of £', which has

the integer 2<a¡, ay>/<at, a¡> in the //-position, is contained in the Cartan matrix

of ft in a natural way. It also means that the Dynkin diagram of £' is embedded in

the diagram of ft. Indeed, the diagram of ft has vertices pu ..., pr, &u ..., a,; if

one deletes the points pu ..., pr and the lines to these points, one is left with the

diagram of £'. As an example, we consider 3 = %>(®3), the exceptional simple

Jordan algebra over í>. Now if 3 is any simple algebra, dim © = 1. For by [10, proof

of Theorem 3, p. 314], © = {/?a | a is in the center of 3}; and the fact that 3 is simple

over an algebraically closed field implies that the center of 3 is 1-dimensional. For

3 = 4?(£>3), £' is of type E6 [8, p. 145] (or [7, p. 37]). Thus ft is a simple Lie algebra

of rank 7 (rank K = dim © + dim .Ci =1+6) whose diagram contains the diagram of

E6. The only possibility is that ft^E7.

We introduce a further piece of notation. If w e Horn« (■§*, 4?*), define w to be

the unique linear transformation of (4?*)~ such that for any ae§*, (aw)~ = âw.

Clearly Wiiv2 = (wiw2)~ and û>i + w2 = (wi + w2)~.

Proposition 11. Ifv is in the Weyl group of 2', then v can be extended to a unique

element w of the Weyl group of ft having the property that w permutes the roots p of

ft such that p(Ri) = 1. Conversely, if w is in the Weyl group of ft and permutes the

roots p of ft such that p(Ri)=l, then w stabilizes (4?*)~ and w|(4?*)^ = ¿3 for some

element v of the Weyl group of 2'.

Proof. If ce is a root of £' and wa is the symmetry of 4?* in a, we show that wa

= wä|(4?*)~ and that wá permutes the roots p of ft such that p(R1)=l. This will

prove the existence of the element w asserted in the first sentence of the proposition ;

for y is a product of such symmetries. Now for every ß e §*,

using Proposition 10. This shows that W£|(4?î)~ = (wa)'\ And if p(/?i)=l, then

(pwá)(Ri) = p(Ri) - (2(p, &)/(&, &))&rA) = p(Ri) -0=1.

Let <*!, ..., a, be a simple system of roots of £' and let pu ..., pr, &u ..., a, be

the simple system of roots of ft whose existence was shown in Proposition 9. We

note that if w is an element of the Weyl group of ft which permutes the roots p

such that p(Ri)= 1 and also permutes &lt ..., &,, then h>= 1. For by the Corollary

to Proposition 9, w stabilizes the simple system of roots {pu ..., pr, âls ..., &¡}.

Now if Wi and w2 are two extensions of v permuting the roots p such that p(Ri) = 1,
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then WjH'a"1 fixes each of the roots &u ..., àh is in the Weyl group of Si, and per-

mutes the roots p such that p(R1)=l. Hence w1w21 = l. This proves the unique-

ness of the extension of v.

The same device can be used to prove the converse. First we note that if w is in

the Weyl group of Si and permutes the roots p such that p(R1)=l, then w permutes

the roots p such that p(i?i)= — 1 ; indeed, p(Rj)= — 1 implies that ( — p)(R{) = + 1,

so that (pw)(R1)= —(( — p)w)(R1)= — 1. But then by Proposition 6(b) w must also

permute the roots p such that p(R1) = 0. These roots span G€>*)~, so that w stabilizes

(§*)^- To prove the converse, we may then for each i let ßx be the root of £' such

that ^¡ = âjW'; this is possible since &¡w is a root of Si and (&iw)(R1) = 0—see Proposi-

tion 6(c). Then {ßu ..., ft} is a simple system of roots of £': it is certainly linearly

independent ; also if ß is any root of £', if a is the root of £' such that & = ßw ~1, and

if a = 2«¡«i (all «i having the same sign), then /8 = 2«¿ft- Choose v in the Weyl

group of £' so that {ax, ..., al}v = {ß1, ..., ßt}, and let Wi be the unique extension

of v to an element of the Weyl group of Si permuting the roots p such that p(R±) = 1.

Then ww{1 is an element of the Weyl group of Si permuting the roots p such that

p(Ri)=l and stabilizing the set {%,...,«,}. Hence wwîx — \ and w|(§f)^

= w1\($îT = v.

Since e stabilizes both §! and §, e* permutes the roots of £' (in its action on §f)

and also permutes the roots of Si (in its action on §*). In fact, if a is a root of £'

then (2'a)e = 2'ac.-i = 2'as. and similarly if p is a root of Si then Sipe = Sioe.. If

p(R1)=l, then (PE*)(R1) = p(R1e) = p(-R1) = -1. Similarly, if p(R1)=-l then

(pe*)(R1)=l and if P(R1) = 0 then (pe*)(R1) = 0.

Proposition 12. Suppose v is in the Weyl group of £' and w extends v as in

Proposition 11. If v commutes with e*, so does w.

Proof. e*we* is also in the Weyl group of Si. In fact, if p is a root of Si then

E*w„e* = wps.. If p is a root of Si such that p(R1)=l, then — />isarootand( — p)(Äi)

= -1. So (-pe*)(R1)=\, (-pe*w)(R1)=l and (-Pe*we*)(R1)=-1. Thus

e*we* permutes the roots p such that p(R1)=\. Finally, e*we* extends v (since

B*|(^ír=(e*r, and thus e*WE*\(®fP = (E*)~v(E*p = (e*VE*)~ = v). The unique-

ness assertion of Proposition 11 therefore says that e*we* = w.

We now investigate the structure of 9l={xe8 | xSB = 0}. Let P be the set of

roots p of Si which satisfy p(Rx) = 1, p(S8) = 0. The first condition means that the

root space Sip is contained in 8- If x e Sip, D e 38 the second condition means that

xD=[x, D] = p(D)x = 0. Thus ^„£91. In fact, we claim that 91= 0 ZPeP Sip. First

we note that 91 is a subalgebra of 8: indeed, if a, b e 9Í and D e 23 then (a.b)D =

aD.b + a.bD = 0 + 0 = 0. This means that 9Í ada © = 9Í© = (9l)(ivai + SB) = 91.9Í + 0s 91.

Since 91 n § = 0 (recall that 9Í is a subspace of 8, which is embedded in Si), we con-

clude that 91 is a sum of root spaces. If p is a root such that Sip^% then A023S9Í2B

= 0, which shows that />(S3) = 0 and hence that peP. This together with the above

means that 91= 0 2„si, Sip.
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Another characterization of P is that p eP if and only if p(R1)=l, pe*= —p.

Certainly if />(SB) = 0 then for all Ra+D e &, Pe*(R a + D) = p(-Ra + D) =

p(-Ra) = p(-Ra-D)=-P(Ra + D). Conversely, if pe*=-p then for De SB,

p(D)= -Pe*(D)= -P(De)= -p(D), so p(D) = 0.

Suppose that p, p eP are distinct roots. We show that fto.ftp- = 0, using the fact

that [R%, Rv] = 0. Let Rx+De§ be such that P(RX+D)^P'(RX+D). Since p(D)

= p'(D) = 0, we have for any ae ft0, be ft0,

P(RX + D)a.b = P(Rx)a.b = (aRx).b = xRaRb = xRbRa

= a.(bRx) = p'(Rx)a.b = P'(RX+ D)a.b,

from which we conclude that a.b = 0.

Proposition 13. (a) l=~ZpePep, where I is the identity of %, each ep is a (nonzero)

root vector for the root p, and in addition the e0's are orthogonal idempotents.

(b) Let {/>!, ..., pr, &i, ..., &,} be a simple system of roots of ft as in Proposition

9. Then for each i there exists an element a of 4?* and a peP such that p = pt + â.

Proof, (a) 1 is certainly a sum 2* eo °f root vectors, where all the roots p

appearing in the summation satisfy p(Ri)=l. If DeSB then 0= 1Z) = 2„ p(D)e0,

i.e. p(D) = 0 for all p in the summation. This means that p(SB) = 0 and hence that

each p in the summation belongs to P. The above remarks then show that ep.ep<=0

if pj= p . Multiplying both sides of 1 =2» eP by ea we find that ea = ea.ea, so that the

eps are orthogonal idempotents. Moreover, suppose peP is such that no root

vector for p appears in the summation. Let x be a root vector for p; then x—\.x

— ¿\o eo.x = 0, a contradiction.

(b) Ifl^/^r,then -pi(Ri)= - 1, so that S_0iç3- Choose ye% so that y is a

root vector for — pt. lfx is a root vector for a root pj + &, i¥=j, « e §*, then [x, y] =0;

this is clear, since py — pi + & is not a root, by Proposition 8. But every root p of ft

such that ftp Ç 3 is of the form p¡ + à for some j and some a. Thus if no p e P has

the form pi + &, we must have

0 = [Zep>y] = M = 2(Ri.y-[Ri,Ry]) = 2Ry,

i.e. y=0, a contradiction.

Proposition 14. Let {pu ..., p„ &u ..., &t} be as in Proposition 9. Then for each

i there exists a e 4?* so that ptE* = — pi — â.

Proof. Choose p e P to have the form pt +ß for some ß e §* ; this is possible by

Proposition 13(b). Then

PiE* = (p-ß)e* = pe*-ße* -  -,-jfc* =  -p.-ß-ßa*.

Thus we have a=ß+ßs*.
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We next study the connection between roots of £' and roots of 1>'. As usual, we

define §*0 to be the rational span in ¿pf of the roots of £'. Then dimß§f0 = dim0$?

and on 4?*0 < , > is a positive definite (rational) bilinear form. Let 91* = 91* n Qf0

and 28* = 33* n ©f0. We claim that £*0 = 9I* + 23*. Suppose, then, that a is a root

of £'. The projection of a on 9Í* is ^(a —ae*) and the projection of a on 23* is

^(a + ae*). Since ae* is also a root, both projections are in ¿p*0. Thus, taking rational

linear combinations of roots, we see that every element of £>*0 is the sum of an

element of 9Í* and one of 23*.

Note that the projection a_ of an element a of £* on 91* is the linear functional

which annihilates 33 and agrees with a on Rm', whereas the projection a+ of a on

S3* is the linear functional which annihilates Rm' and agrees with a on 33. For these

two linear functionals are in 9Í* and SB* respectively, and their sum is a.

Proposition 15. If a is a root of 2', then ce+ ,¿0. There exists a simple system of

roots of 2' which is stabilized by e*.

Proof. Suppose a is a root of £' such that <x(S3) = 0. Let x e 3', D e 1) be chosen

so that Rx + D is a root vector for a. By hypothesis, [Rx + D, E] = 0 for every E e SB.

But [Rx+D,E] = RxE+[D,E], so that xE=0 and [D, E] = 0. This implies that

xe9Í and De 33, and hence that Rx+ De ¿p,, a contradiction.

Thus the projections of all the roots of £' onto SB* form a finite collection of

nonzero elements of S3*. We can choose an element a> e S3* which is not orthog-

onal to any of these projections. Note that for any a e £>*, <a, <o> = <ce++ce_, w}

= <« + , cu> since <9t*, S3*> = 0. Following [13, p. V-ll], we can define a positive

system of roots by writing a > 0 if and only if <cu, a} > 0. Now if a > 0, then

<co, ot>>0, hence <W*, <*e*>>0 (since e is an automorphism of £', e* is an or-

thogonal transformation). But we* = oj and so <cu, ae*>>0, i.e. cee*>0. Thus e*

maps the positive roots among themselves, and so maps the corresponding simple

system into itself.

Proposition 15 is a key result; it allows us to apply a theorem of Steinberg given

in [15, Theorem 32, p. 172]. We conclude that 38* is a (not necessarily reduced)

root space whose roots are the projections of the roots of £' onto SB*. We call the

set of such projections £,. The Weyl group of S£ is the set of restrictions to SB*

of elements of the Weyl group of £' which commute with e*. If w is in the Weyl

group of £', commutes with e*, and satisfies w[23*=l, then w=\. Finally, if

a,, ..., a¡ is a simple system of roots of £' stabilized by e*, then the set of projec-

tions ce1 + , ...,«,+ (with duplicates deleted) is a simple system of roots of Se.

This is a convenient place to give some well-known facts about three-dimensional

simple Jordan algebras.

Lemma. If $ is a three-dimensional simple Jordan algebra, then 8 is isomorphic to

01 @ 35, the Jordan algebra of a two-dimensional vector space with a nondegenerate

bilinear form ( , ). Ifv±, v2 is a basis of%$ with respect to which the form has matrix
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(Î J), then Der 3 consists of all linear transformations o/3 which annihilate 1 and on

S3 have matrix (à _°), A e $.

Proof. The degree of 3 (the number of idempotents in a complete set of or-

thogonal idempotents) must be 2. If it were 1 then we would have 3=^*1. If there

were three mutually orthogonal idempotents in 3 we would have dim 3 =5, since

the Pierce spaces 3n, 322, 333» 3i2, 323 would all be nonzero by the simplicity of

3. Thus 3 is indeed of the form <I>1 © 33, as claimed [10, p. 202].

It is not hard to see that 3' = S5 [10, Exercise 5, p. 14]. Thus if D is a derivation of

3, D stabilizes 33. If ViD = Xvi+p.v2 and v2D = X'vi+p,'v2, then applying D to both

sides of the equations t;1.t;2=l and t>;2 = 0 (¿=1,2), we find that ViD.v2-\-v2D.vx

= 0 = v1.ViD = v2.v2D, and hence that X+p.' = 0=p. = X'. This shows that vxD

= Xvi, v2D= —Xv2 as desired. Conversely, such a linear transformation is indeed a

derivation, since it satisfies ViD.v2 + v2D.Vi = (vi.v2)D and 2vl.viD = v'i2D (i=l, 2).

Proposition 16. Let a be a root of 2' such that a(@)#0. Then a root vector of a

has the form Ra where a belongs to a three-dimensional simple ideal o/3, and where

a5)' = 0. The only roots ß of £' such that iß, «> ̂  0 are ± a.

Proof. Let 3= © 2> &» where 3¡ are simple ideals of 3. Then £= © 2f £(30

and hence £' = © 2i £(3¡)'- Each root space of £' is contained in some £(30'—say

£á=£(3i)'- Two roots whose root spaces are contained in different summands

£(3i)' are orthogonal. Now ©= © 2¡ ®(30, where ©(3,) is the center of Der3t.

Since [2'a, ©]^0, ©(3i)^0. Now the derivation algebra of any simple Jordan al-

gebra is semisimple unless the Jordan algebra is three-dimensional (see Helwig [4]

for a proof which does not use the classification theory of simple Jordan algebras;

in general, with a few low-dimensional exceptions, the derivation algebra of a

simple Jordan algebra over 0 is in fact simple [6]). Thus 3i is three-dimensional.

Let Ra + B be a root vector for a and let E e © be chosen so that a(E) # 0. Then

a(E)Ra + a(E)B = a(E)(Ra + B) = [Ra + B, E] = RaE + [B, E] = RaE, which means that

B = 0. Thus Ra e £(3j)' and so a e Qlm

38 n Der 3i is a Cartan subalgebra of Der 3i, which is one-dimensional abelian.

Hence 38 n Der 3i = Der 3i- The lemma on three-dimensional algebras shows that

St n 3j ={x e 3j | x Der 3X =0} = <i>eu where ex is the identity of 3^ Now dim £(3J

= dim3i + dim Der3i = 3+1=4. Also £(3i) is the direct sum of the root spaces

of roots ß such that £^£(3^' and 4? n £(3i) = Äang, © (SB n Der 3i)=$Äei

+ Der3i> which is two-dimensional. Hence there are exactly two such roots ß,

which must be ±a. Finally, since Der3i is abelian, 55'ç© 2¡5Í1 Der (3i). Hence

a 6 3i implies that a5)' = 0.

Corollary. For any root a of 2', either a(@) = 0 or «(SBx) = 0.

Proof. If a(©)^0, then let Ra be a root vector for a as above. [Ra, SB!] = /îoS!8l
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This corollary shows that if a is a root of £', then the projection a + of a onto

SB* belongs either to ©* or to (SB*)-. Let @* = SB* n ©* and (S3*)0- = SB* n (SBf) ".

Since S3* is the rational span of the projections onto SB* of the roots of £', it

follows that S3* = ©* + (28*)0-.

Proposition 17. Let a be a root of 2' and let Ra + B be a root vector for a. If

B=£Q, then celSBj is a root of%' with root vector B.

Proof. If TJeSBi then a(D)Ra + a(D)B=[Ra + B, D] = RaD+[B, £>]. Equating

terms we see that [B, D] = a(D)B. We need to show that ce(S81)#0, for this will

show that Bel)' and that a is a root of ^¡'. Now if «(SBj) were zero, then since

ce(SB)^0 (by Proposition 15) we would have ce(@)^0. Choose Ee © so that a(E)

7¿0. Then 0=[B, E] = a(E)B and hence B = 0, a contradiction.

Proposition 18. (a) If a and w are roots of 2' with ce+ =eo, then a = co.

(b) If a and ß are roots of 2' with a+ =ß + , then either a = ß or a = ße*.

Proof, (a) If ce ̂ to then ce_ ̂ 0. We show that this is impossible. Now

2<(ce, oi) _      2<a_ + co, co)      _ 2(co, a)) _ 2

<cu, o>>        (a_ + co, a_ + tü>       <ce_, a_> + <tu, ai>       «ce_, a_>/<co, to» + 1

Since 0/a_e$f0, we have <a_,ce_>>0. This implies that 2<ce, co>/<to, a>> is

bigger than zero and less than two. But 2<ce, co>/<to, to> is an integer, and so must

be equal to one. Now if wa is the symmetry of §* in a, then œwa is a root of £'.

And wwa = a* — (2<ce, oj)/(a>, to »ce = co — a =— a _. But — ce_ e 9t*, contradicting

Proposition 15.

(b) If a e S3*, then a = a+ and a=ß by part (a). Similarly if ß e SB* then a = ß.

So suppose a(Ä5i)/0^/S(7?f>r). Choose Rx e Rm' to be a common nonzero of ce and

ß. Let Ra + B be a root vector for a and Rc + D a root vector for ß. B is not zero :

otherwise a(Rx)Ra = [Ra, Rx] and hence a(Rx) = 0. Similarly/-) # 0. So by Proposition

17, B and Z> are root vectors for the root ce|SB1 = a+|3B1=/3+|331=i3|331. Since

root spaces of *£>' are one-dimensional, we can multiply by a scalar and assume

B=D. Then a(Rx)(Ra + B) = [Ra + B, Rx]= -RxB + [Ra, Rx], i.e. a(Rx)Ra= -RxB.

We conclude that a= —a(Rx)~xxB and similarly that c= —ß(Rx)~1xB. If xB = 0

then a = c = 0 and a=ß. If xB^O then c is a scalar multiple of a. So the root

space 2'e is contained in <&Ra+®B=®(Ra + B)+<I>(-Ra + B) = 2'a + 2'aE.. Hence

j8 = ce or ß = as*.

Proposition 19. (a) Let co be a root of£>'. Then there exists a root ß of 2' with

root vector Ra + B, B=¿0, such that ß\sI81 = co.

(b) Let co be a root of 2' such that a^SBi is a root ofH'. Then a root vector for co

has the form Ra + B, 5#0.

Proof, (a) Let ßbea root vector for to. Since £' is the direct sum of its root

spaces and §l5 we have B = H+J,a (Ra¡t + Ba), where H is some element of 4?,,
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where the sum is over certain roots a of £', and where Ra¡i + Ba is some (nonzero)

root vector of a. If D e SB1; we have w(D)B=[B, D] = 0 + Za a(D)(Raa + Ba).

Choosing D so that o)(D)^0, we see that B = u>(D)~1 2a ct(D)(Raa + Ba) and hence

that H=0. Also we see that a(D)ja>(D)=l for every a appearing in the summation.

This means that a and to agree on the Zariski open subset of 38! consisting of the

nonzeroes of o>, i.e. a|3B1 = ti>. And certainly by the Corollary to Proposition 16,

ct(@) = 0. So if a and ß are any two roots which occur in the summation, a | 38 = ß | SB ;

by Proposition 18(b), a=ß or a=ßs*. Thus there are at most two roots in the

summation. If there is only one, say B = Raa + Ba, then Raa = 0 and Ba^0. If

there are two, say B = Raa + Ba + X( — Raa + Ba), A e <1>, then we must have A=l,

B = 2Ba¿0.

(b) Suppose the contrary. Then œ has a root vector Ra. If x e 3Í' then [Ra, Rx] =

w(Rx)Ra and hence oj(Rx) = 0. So a>(Rw) = Q, i.e. a> e SB*. Now by part (a), there is a

root ß of £' with root vector Rb + B, 5#0, so that ^|SB1 = to|3B1. We claim that the

projection of ß on SB* is a>. Indeed, since ß and œ agree on SB!, we only have to

show they agree on ©. But since «(®1)9éOífc/^»1), we have o>(©)=£(©) = 0 by the

Corollary to Proposition 16. Thus ß+ =o> + , and so by Proposition 18(b) w=ß or

a> = ;8e*. Hence a root vector for œ must be proportional either to Rb + B or to

— Rb + B, B^O. Clearly Ra does not have this property, a contradiction.

Suppose tu is a root of 55'. Then ¿5, the linear functional on 4?i which annihilates

.Kr and © and agrees with o> on S$i, is the projection on SB* of some root a of £',

by Proposition 19(a). In particular, ¿oe(3B*)¿~. Let SB*0 be the rational span in

SB* of the roots of 5)'. Then (S8*0) " £ (S8*)0". It is well known that dimQ 3S*0

= dinij, 38*. Also dim0 St* + dim® @* + dim4 (SB* ) " = dim0 4?* = dime 4?*0 = dim^ St*

+ dimG ©* + dime (38f)0". Since dim0 St* ̂ dime Si*, dim, ©* ̂ dime ©* and

dim4 (38*)" ^dimg (SB*)¿", equality holds in these three inequalities. In particular,

dimg (SB*)o =dim0 SB*. Since w v^~ w is injective, we must have (SB*0)" =(38f)o".

3. Automorphisms. In this section we use the root systems defined above to

study the groups G and F. First, however, we recall some facts about automorph-

ism's of Lie algebras which will be needed below. Let £ be a semisimple Lie algebra

over O, 4? a Cartan subalgebra of £, {ay, ..., a,} a simple system of roots of £, and

{eufi, hi | i= 1, ...,/} a canonical system of generators for £ [8, p. 275]. We wish

to describe the group of automorphisms of £ fixing 4? pointwise. Any automorphism

of £ is determined by its action on e¡ and/, z'=l, ...,/. An automorphism r¡ of £

which fixes 4? pointwise stabilizes the root spaces of £ ; in particular, there exist

nonzero scalars 0ls ..., d¡ such that ei-q = Oiei for all i. Since [ei,/i] = //¡ and hi-q—l,

it follows thatf-n = of1/. An induction on the level of roots shows that on the root

space of the root 2i "iai> V is scalar multiplication by 0Î1 • • • d?>. Conversely, if

6U ..., 6¡ is any sequence of nonzero scalars, then there exists a unique auto-

morphism r¡ of £ such that eirl = diei,fir¡ = di'1fi, and hi-q = hi (z= 1, ..., /)• Indeed,

{Ojíj, öj"1/, hi | i= 1, ..., /} is also a canonical system of generators of £, and so r¡
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exists by the standard isomorphism theorem [8, p. 127]. The mapping (6U ..., 9,)

i—> -r; is thus a birational isomorphism of the /-dimensional torus (the direct product

of the multiplicative group of <P taken / times) onto the group of automorphisms

of £ fixing § pointwise; we conclude that the latter group is an irreducible linear

group.

We recall that an invariant automorphism of a Lie algebra fl is a product of

automorphisms of the form exp (ada L), where L e fl is such that ada L is nil-

potent. We now return to the study of the Jordan algebra 8 and the groups G

and T.

Proposition 20. Any invariant automorphism of 2' can be extended to an element

ofT0.

Proof. We need only show that automorphisms of the form exp (ada' L), where

Le 2' and adir L is nilpotent, can be extended. Now by [8, p. 100], there exists

He 2' such that [ada- L, adir H]=2 ada' L. Since fl' is semisimple the adjoint

representation is faithful and [L, H] = 2L. But then [ada L, ad« H] = 2 aduL, which

shows that adsi L is nilpotent [8, p. 44]. Thus exp (ad« L) is an automorphism of Si,

which clearly extends exp (ada' L). It fixes Rx since [Rlt L] = 0, and hence is in T by

Proposition 4. Moreover, {exp ads XL | X e <£>} is an irreducible set of automorphisms

of Si ; for À h-> exp ad« XL is a polynomial map from <I>, an irreducible set, to T.

This set contains expad«0L=l and so must be entirely contained in ro. In

particular, exp ads L e T0.

Theorem 1. (a) If-qeT, there exists a r eT0 so that -qr stabilizes ÍQ.

(b) If-qeT stabilizes ÍQ, then -q* (acting on ip*) permutes the roots of Si and per-

mutes the roots p such that p(R±) = 1. Conversely, if -q e Aut Si stabilizes .£> and if

■q* permutes the roots p of Si such that p(R±) = 1, then -q eT.

(c) If-qef stabilizes $q, then r¡ et0 if and only if-q* is in the Weyl group of Si.

Proof, (a) Since -q e f, -q stabilizes S, and hence also stabilizes fl' and (£. Let

S)2 = í'i'>?; here §2 is also a Cartan subalgebra of £'. By [8, p. 273] there is an

invariant automorphism rt of fl' such that £>2Ti = '&i- Extend rx to r e f0 as in

Proposition 20. Thus &1-qT = fe1. Certainly (£^t^(£ (since r¡r e T) and thus §ijt = 4?.

(b) Since r¡ stabilizes ip then -q* permutes the roots pf Si: in fact, if p is a root of

Si, then Sipr¡~x = Sipn. [8, p. 276]. If P(R1)=1, then by Proposition 6(b) Sip^$.

This means that SiPTI. = SipT]~1^^ and hence that (p-q*)(R1)=l, again by Proposi-

tion 6(b).

To prove the converse, we note that if-q* permutes the roots p such that p(R1)=\,

it also permutes the roots p such that p(R{) = — 1 and the roots p such that p(R1) = 0

(the argument for this appears at the beginning of the third paragraph of the proof

of Proposition 11). In summary, (pv*)(Ri) = p(Ri) for every root p of Si. Since the

roots of Si span £*, we see that p(Ri-q) = (p-q*)(Ri) = p(Ri) for every pe§*. This

certainly means that R1r¡ = R1, and hence by Proposition 4 that ijef.
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(c) Suppose -q e f 0. Then in particular -q e Aut0 Si, which means (by the results

on Lie algebras described in the Introduction) that r¡* is in the Weyl group of Si.

Conversely, suppose that -q* is in the Weyl group of Si. Since p(i?i) = 1 implies

(p7]*)(R1)=l, the second part of Proposition 11 implies that r¡* stabilizes (£î)~

and that -q*\(%>*)~ = v, where v is in the Weyl group of S'. By [8, p. 276] there exists

an invariant automorphism t1 of fl' which stabilizes §i and which satisfies

t* = v (in its action on S¿f). Extend rx to re f 0, using Proposition 20. Since

StçS and hence Stç©, t stabilizes £.  Also t*\(§*)~ = (t*)~; for if Ce©,

He§u and ceE§* then &(T*P(C+H) = (ar*r(C+H) = ar*(H) = a(Hr1) = a(Hr)

= &(CT+HT) = â((C+H)r) = âr*(C+H). By the first part of the proof of (c), t* is

in the Weyl group of Si. Certainly t* permutes the roots p of Si such that p(Ri) = 1.

The uniqueness assertion in the first part of Proposition 11 then shows that t* =-q*.

Consequently (■qr~1)* = l, which means that t?t_1 fixes pointwise. At the begin-

ning of this section we showed that the group of automorphisms of Si fixing §

pointwise is irreducible ; this group is contained in f since in particular R± e §

(using Proposition 4), and hence is contained in f0. We conclude that -qr'1 e T0,

i.e. that -q e f 0t= f 0 (since t e f 0).

Corollary. Let />,, ..., pr, &u .. .,&t be a simple system of roots of Si as in

Proposition 9. If-qeT, then there exists r e f 0 such that -qr stabilizes § and (-qr)*

stabilizes the given simple system.

Proof. Choose tj e T0 so that ■q1=r¡r1 stabilizes !q (using Theorem 1(a)). Then

Tji e f and so -q* permutes the roots â of Si (where a is a root of fl') ; for they are the

roots of Si which annihilate 2?j. Thus &i-q*~1=ßi for some root ßt of S'. Now

{ßu ..., ft} must be asimple system of roots of S'. For if ais any root of 2', ai)f=ß

(ß some root of £'). There exist integers n,, ..., n, of the same sign such that

ß = Ii niai ; then â = ß-qf ~l = 2, n&rf} "1 = 2i « A-
Let v be the element of the Weyl group of £' which maps {alt ...,«,} to

{ßi, ■ ■ ■, ßt}- Let w in the Weyl group of Si extend v, as in Proposition 11. Then w-qf

permutes {âu ..., â,}, hence by the Corollary to Proposition 9 permutes

{p\, ..., pr; cèj, ..., S,}. Let t2 be an automorphism of Si stabilizing 4? such that

t* = w(t2 exists by [8, p. 276]). Theorem 1(b) says that t2 e f ; Theorem 1(c) then

says that t2 e r0. Thus T*r¡f = (-q1T2)* = (r¡T1T2)* stabilizes the simple system.

This Corollary allows us to identify the components of T by identifying the

components of f. We recall from the Introduction that if -q e Aut Si, then there

exists t e Aut0 Si such that -qr stabilizes § and (qr)* permutes the roots of the given

simple system. The inverse of this permutation of the simple roots, which can be

identified with an automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of Si, gives the component

of Aut it in which r¡ lies. We now see that if -q e T then we can choose r e r0. Thus

the resulting graph automorphism must permute the roots Pl, ..., pr and also must

permute the roots &u ..., &t. Conversely, if tj is an automorphism of Si such that -q

stabilizes § and r¡* permutes pu ..., pr and also ó^, ..., â,, then r¡* permutes the
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roots p such that p(R±)=l (all such p have the form pi + â, ae 4??, by Proposition

8), and hence r¡ eF.

We conclude that the finite group r/r0 is naturally isomorphic to the group of

automorphisms of the Dynkin diagram of ft which stabilize pu ..., pr. Here the

vertices of the diagram are the simple roots pu ..., pr, &u ..., S¡.

We now try to analyse G in a manner analogous to the analysis of F given above.

We note first that if a is a root of ft such that oe* = o and if L is a root vector for a,

then Le= ±L. For ftae = ftp, i.e. Le = XL for some Ae O; and the eigenvalues of

e are ±1. Since e interchanges 3 and 3 and L e 3, 3, or £', we must have L e £'.

If¿£=¿then¿ e55, whereas if¿£= —¿thenL e Ry. Conversely, if ¿is in R% or 5)

and L is a root vector for a root a of ft, then Le= ±L and hence oe* = a.

Proposition 21. Let % be an element of F which stabilizes 4? and such that x*

commutes with e* (in their action on 4?*). Let Ra be a root vector for a root a of ft.

Then Rax = Rb for some b e 3-

Proof. In any event, Rax is a root vector for the root ox*'1. And ox*~1e*

= oe*x* ~1 = ax* ~l. Thus a root vector for ox* "1 must belong either to R% or to 5).

We prove that it belongs to R%.

In any event x stabilizes SB. For x* commutes with e*, so that x|4? and e|4?

commute. If D e 38, then ¿>xe= Dex = Dx, which means that ¿>x e SB. This in turn

implies that x* stabilizes P (here P is as in the discussion following Proposition 12);

we know, of course, that x* permutes the roots p such that p(Ri)= 1 ; and if p(3B)

= 0, then (PX*)(SB) = p(SBx) = i,(3B) = 0.

Let rj e F be such that x = fl- Let l=2íei>eí> as in Proposition 13. If peP

then epr¡~] —epx'1 e ftPX.^St. This means that lr¡~1 = 1,Pep eo7l~1 e $i- Hence

/?!„-! e/fee 4?. But if xeSI, then [Ra, Rx] = o(Rx)Ra = (oe*)(Rx)Ra = o(Rxe)Ra

= o( — Rx)Ra= —o(Rx)Ra= — [Ra, Rx], from which we conclude that [/?a,/v1„-i] = 0.

Now suppose Rax is a derivation. Then 0 = (l)(Rax)=lrj~1Rar¡ = (lr¡~1.a)-q and,

since rj is nonsingular, l-q~1.a = 0. Also a.(lt]~1)-2 = (lr]~1)Riv-íRa = (lr¡-1)RaRlr¡-i

= (li?"1.a)/?1,-i=0. ThusaC/^ -i = 2(a.lr?"1).l77-1-a.(l7?"1)2 = 0. This means

that a = 0 (since It)"1 is invertible)—a contradiction.

Proposition 22. Suppose r¡ e F is such that rj commutes with e. Then there exists

£ e G such that for every Le 2, t,~xLt, = -q~'LLr¡.

Proof. Since f¡ commutes with e, it stabilizes R%. Indeed, if L e A3, then Lfje

=Ler)= —Lr) and so Lf¡ e R% (similarly, rj stabilizes 55). Let £ be the unique linear

transformation of 3 satisfying Ra^ = Rafj for all a e 3- It is clearly sufficient to prove

that £ is an automorphism of 3: for then /vaÇ = £":/?a£.

Let xe3- Then (xr¡)~ =xrje = xrjE = xerj = xrj = (xr¡#~1)~. Hence r¡ = rf~í. Let a,

b e 3. Then 2(Ran.bn - [Rav, Rb„]) = [ar,, (bv) - ]=[an, (bv# " ̂  " ] = [aij, bfj] = [a, b]f, =

2(Ra.br) — [Ra, Pblv)- Equating components in R3 and 5), we find that

O)   Pa.b7) = Pav.bm

(ii) [Ra,Rb]rj = [RamRb„l
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Taking b= 1 in (ii) we see that 0= [Rari, Rlri], i.e. since -q is surjective, [R%, Rlv] = 0.

In other words, for all x, y e8 the associator [x, y, lr¡] is zero. Taking a = b=\ in

(i), we get R1 = R1-q = Rlnln, i.e. (lr¡)-2 = l. In general, (i) is equivalent to (a.b)(,

= a-q.br¡. Finally,

(a.b)C = (fl.*X.(l1?>8=(a^&>j).(l1?.li?)

=  [(ar¡.bq).\r¡].\r¡ =  [a-q.(br].l-q)].l-q

= (a-q.bQ.l-q = (bl.ar¡).lr¡ = bt,.(a-q.\-q)

= blal = albl

£ is nonsingular since f¡ is. Thus £ is an automorphism.

We now prove an analogue to Theorem 1, (a) and (b).

Theorem 2. (a) If-q e G, then there exists r e G0 so that fjf stabilizes $j.

(b) If te G is such that £ stabilizes £>, then £* (acting on §*) permutes the roots of

Si, permutes the roots p such that p(R1)= 1, and commutes with e*. Conversely, if' w

is a linear transformation of $¿* which permutes the roots of Si, permutes the roots p

such that p(Ri)=l, and commutes with e*, then there exists a £gG such that £

stabilizes S¿ and £* = w.

Proof, (a) SB^ is a Cartan subalgebra of®'. Thus there is an element of Aut0 ®'

which maps S8j^ to SBX. By Proposition 5, we can choose t g G0 so that 2Bj,$r = 3S,.

Certainly <ê-fjf = @, which means that SBijT = SB. This implies that S¿fjT is a Cartan

subalgebra of £ containing 33. We conclude from Proposition 1 that ¡Qijf = §.

(b) The first sentence is clear: £ commutes with e on Si—indeed,

(a + b + Rc+D)Et = (b + à-Rc+D)l = éS + (aQ" -*ct + £_1 ̂£

= (a£ + (Z>£)-+JRcf + £-17J0e

= (<! + £+Ä,.+ Z))£e.

In particular, £ and e commute on S¿, which means that £* and e* commute.

We now prove the converse. We will find an -q e T such that -fj commutes with e,

stabilizes £, and satisfies fj* = w. This will be sufficient, in view of Proposition 22.

For'if £ is the automorphism given there, then £ and -q agree on §Çfl, and hence

£*=7j*.

Choose an automorphism ip of f which stabilizes ip and such that cp* — w (95

exists by results in Chapter 9 of [8]). Let À = £~1ç9"1e<p = £<p~1£<p. Now since <p*

and £* commute, tp\$) and e|© commute. This means that A fixes S¿ pointwise and

hence that on each root space Sip of Si, X is multiplication by some scalar X0 e 4>.

Let p be a root of Si and 0^=KeSîp. Then K~£eSiPi¡. and KEX = KEEcp~1ecp =

Kcp~1ecpE£ = KX~:LE = Xp1KE. Thus XPS, = X~1. Suppose p is fixed by e*. We claim

that Xp = 1. There are two cases to consider.

Case 1. p has a root vector of the form Ra, a e 3. Then RaX = RaEcp-1Ecp

= —Racp'1Ecp. Theorem 1(b) says that <p e t, and Proposition 21 then shows that

Ra9~x g i?3. Thus RaX= -(-Racp-x)cp = Ra.
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Case 2. p has a root vector of the form D e 55. Then ¿)<p_1 e 5). Indeed, since

p<p* is fixed by e*, the only other possibility is D(p~} =Ra for some a e 3, i.e. Ra<p

= D, which contradicts Proposition 21. But then DX = De<p~1e<p = (D<p~1)E<p

= D<p~1<p=D.

Now let o£l5 ..., a, be a simple system of roots of £' stabilized by e* (Proposition

15), and let pu ..., p„ âu . . ., à, be the corresponding simple system of roots of

ft as in Proposition 9. As has been observed at the beginning of this section, for

any nonzero 6Pl, ..., ôd| e O (one scalar for each simple root) there is a unique

automorphism 0 of ft which fixes 4? pointwise and on the root space ftp of each

simple root p is scalar multiplication by 60. We choose a set of scalars as follows:

(i) If a,e* = «i, let 6^=1.

(ii) If e* interchanges a¡ and &f, i <j, take 6á¡ = 1 and 6âj = Xâi.

(iii) For each pt there exist nonnegative integers nu ..., n¡ (depending on p¡)

such that p¡e* = — pi — 2í=i ntât. Here we use Proposition 14. Take 6Pf to be a square

root of (Xpfâ\- ■ ■ Ö2{)_1. Note that 0dl, ..., 6á¡ have already been chosen.

Recall that on the root space of the root p = 2 Kpi + 2 w¡«¡, 6 is scalar multiplica-

tion by 6kp\ ■ ■ ■ 61'= 6P. Similarly, A,=\% ■ ■ ■ A?'.

We claim that, for all roots p of ft, Xp6p = 6pe.. We first show this for p a simple

root. If &¡e* = &i, then Xát = 1 = 8á¡ = 0á¡e., and the result is clear. If e* interchanges

&i and %, i<j, then Xafiá=Xál-1 =X&=Bâj and Xâldâ=Xâ-l1Xâ=\ = eai. Finally, if

pi£*=-pi-2í=1«i«íthen

ePte' = ^^■■■ôir = WiïW1- --W = M*.

by the way 6Pt was chosen. Now let p = 2 ktpi + 2 m^ be any root. Then

0A = n ö«i nö™.' n a'í n ki i i i
= n (v*)*' n (w"i i
= n «si.- n e. - h,.i     i

This last equality holds because pie*, ..., pre*, &!£*, ..., &,£* is also a simple

system of roots and p£* = 2 ^¡p.e* + 2 Wja¡£* (i.e. 6 is determined by its action on

the root spaces of the roots in this simple system).

We now conclude the proof. 6 e F since it fixes Rx e 4?. Also <p e F by Theorem

1(b). Let r¡ = <p9 e F. On 4? V agrees with <p. Hence rj* = cp* = w. Also <p commutes

with e on 4?, so r¡ does. Let Ä' be a root vector for a root p of ft. Then Ks-q ~ lerj

= (KE)d~1(p~1£(pd=dpE\KE<p'1E<pd (since Ke is a root vector for pe*)=9p¿;XpKd

= 6P£\Xp6pK=K. Thus r? commutes with s on fí0. Hence r¡ commutes with e every-

where on ft, as desired.

Henceforth {ct1; ..., a,} is a fixed simple system of roots of £' stabilized by e*,

and pi, ..., pr are as given in Proposition 9.
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Proposition 23. Let w be a linear transformation o/4?* which permutes the roots

of Si, permutes the roots Pl, ..., pr and also permutes the roots &u ..., &t. Then w

commutes with e*.

Proof. Let -q eT be such that fj stabilizes 4? and fj* = w (here we are using

Theorem 1(b)). Choose x e 8 such that x is invertible and x2= \-q. This is possible

since I17 is invertible and the field is algebraically closed [10, p. 242]. Then \-qUxx

= x2Ux1 = l, and hence r¡1 = r)Ux~1 is an automorphism of 3- Also Ux is in ro (the

set of invertible elements of 8 is a nonempty Zariski open subset of 8; hence it is

irreducible, so that its image under the polynomial map xm» Ux is also irreducible).

Choose an automorphism t g G0 so that ftf stabilizes 4? (here we appeal to Theorem

2(a)). Thus ■q2 = -qUx1T is an automorphism of 8 such that f¡2 stabilizes 4?- Now

V21y = T~1Ux—t is in T0 and £ stabilizes 4?- So by Theorem 1(c), (fj2x-q)* = fi*Tj*_1

= £* is in the Weyl group of Si. Note that since r¡2 is an automorphism of 8, v*'1

commutes with e*. For brevity let fj* "1 = v. Then we have wv = £*, where w stabilizes

{px, ..., pr} and {&u ..., &i}, v permutes the roots p such that p(R])= 1 and com-

mutes with e*, and £* is in the Weyl group of Si. We show that £* commutes with

e*. Indeed, £*£*£* is in the Weyl group, since if wp is the symmetry of 4?* in the

direction of the root p, then e*wpe* = wps.. Since w and e* stabilize {âj, ..., â,}, we

have {&!, ..., &,}e*Î,*e*[*~1={&1, ..., &1}e*wve*v~1w~1 ={âu ..., &l}E*we*vv~1w~1

= {âu .. .,âl}e*W£*w~1={â1, ...,&,}. I.e. £*£*£*£*_1 is an element of the

Weyl group of Si which permutes the roots p such that p(Ä1)=l and stabilizes

{&1( ..., S,}. By the Corollary to Proposition 9 it also stabilizes {p1? ..., pr}. An

element of the Weyl group which stabilizes a simple system of roots is equal to 1.

I.e., £* = £*£*£*. Thus w = l*v~1 commutes with «*.

If « is a linear transformation of 33*, we let ü be the linear transformation of S3*

which fixes the points of (£* and which for co e 33* satisfies cöü=(cou)~.

Let w be a linear transformation of £>* which permutes the roots of Si, permutes

the roots p such that p(R±)= 1, and commutes with e*. Then w stabilizes (§î)~ and

w\i&*)~ = v for some v e Hom4 (§*, 4?*) which permutes the roots of S' and com-

mutes with £*. So v stabilizes 91* and SB*, and f|SB* permutes the roots of Se.

Theorem 2(b) implies that there is a £ g G such that £ stabilizes 4? and £* = w.

Now £ also stabilizes 4?i = 4? n £'; we claim that i> = £* (acting on 4?*). In fact if

ffefji and ce g §* then (ai*)(H) = a(HÎ) = à(Hi) = ài*(H) = âv(H) = (avP(H)

= av(H). Now since £ is an automorphism of 3, £ stabilizes A3 and ®, hence also

Rm', ©, and 2BX. This means that £* stabilizes 91*, ©*, and (28*)" : for example, if

ceG@*, then (ce£*)(Är + 331) = ce((Är + 331)£) = a(JRr+ 330 = 0, so that ce£* g (£*.

We conclude that v stabilizes 9t*, @*, and (SBf)-.

Suppose now that to is a root of !)'; choose a root vector Ra + B, 5#0, for a root

ß of fl' such that jS|SS1 = ai (here we are using Proposition 19(a)). Now ß((£) = 0 by

the Corollary to Proposition 16. Hence ß+=cö. Now ßv=ßl* has a root vector

(Äa + ß)£-1 = £(7?a + 5)£-1=JRaf-i + £fi£-1.Here0^£ß£-1 e%. We use Proposition
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17 to conclude that (ßv)\381 is a root </• of 5)'. Now f = (ßv)+=((ß++ß-.)v) +

=ß+v = ojv. We see that we have proven the following:

Proposition 24. Let w be a linear transformation o/4?* which permutes the roots

of ft, permutes the roots p such that p(Ri) = \, and commutes with e*. Suppose v is

the linear transformation o/4?î such that ¿3 = ^1(4?*)^. Then v stabilizes St*, ©*, and

(SB*)", and also v permutes among themselves the elements ¿a o/(SBf)~, where a> is

a root o/55'.

Proposition 25. (a) // u is in the Weyl group of SE, then u stabilizes ©* and

(38*)" and permutes among themselves the roots of2^e of the form ¿5, a> a root 0/55'.

(b) Ifu is in the Weyl group o/5)', then ü is in the Weyl group ofZ£.

Proof, (a) By the theorem of Steinberg cited following Proposition 15, there is

a unique element v of the Weyl group of £' which commutes with £* and satisfies

m = i>|SB*. By Proposition 11, there is a unique element w of the Weyl group of ft

which permutes the roots p such that p(Ri)=l, and which satisfies w|(4j*)^ = t;.

By Proposition 12, w commutes with e*. Hence Proposition 24 applies to w and v,

and the desired conclusion follows.

(b) It is clear that we need only prove this for u the symmetry wa of SB* in the

direction of a root <d of 55'—for these symmetries generate the Weyl group of 55'.

We show in fact that (wm)~ =wa. These two linear transformations of SB* agree on

©*; in fact they both fix it pointwise, the first by definition and the second because

<c«, ©*> = 0. We show they agree on (SB*)". Let { , } denote the Killing form on

55' and the associated bilinear form on SB*. If ¡/> £ SB* then fswa = (>/>wa)~ =

<p — (2{t/), oj}/{w, co})oj, whereas f>wa = f> — (2<<£, ¿ü>/<¿5, cü»¿¡. Part (a) of this proposi-

tion shows that w^ permutes the roots d of Se (cr a root of 55'). Thus (wa)~ |(3B*0)"

and WaiKSBfo)- are two symmetries in the direction of the same vector ¿a which

stabilize a finite set of vectors spanning (3B*0)". By a lemma of Serre [13, V-2,

Lemme 1 ], we conclude that (wm) " = wa.

Since the mapping u\-> ü of Horn, (38?, SB*) to Horn, (38*, SB*) is injective

and an algebra homomorphism, the above proposition in effect embeds the Weyl

group of 55' in the Weyl group of SE.

We continue with w, v, and £ as in the two paragraphs preceding the statement of

Proposition 24. Let u be the linear transformation of SB* such that h|(SB*)~

= u|(SB*)". Proposition 24 says that u permutes the roots of 55'. Now £ stabilizes

SBj; we claim that w=£* (acting on SB*). Indeed, let eu s 38* and xeSÍ', Ee(£,

Déliai. Then (w(t*)')(Rx + E+ D) = (œl*)-(Rx + E+D) = (coÎ*)(D) = œ(Di) =

co(£-iDO-co(Dt) = oj(Rx, + EI+ ¿>£) = (¿ot*)(Rx + E+D) = (¿ôv)(Rx + E+ D). Thus

cDr = oi(£*)" for all a) e SB*, and £* = «.

Recall that the projection onto SB* of our fixed simple system a1; ..., at of roots

of £' gives a simple system, and hence an ordering, of Se. In this ordering, positive

roots of £' project onto positive roots of S£. We can define an ordering of the roots

of 55' by the following rule : if w is a root of 5>' then w > 0 if and only if ¿j > 0. The
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simple system of roots of 55' associated with this ordering is the unique simple

system consisting entirely of roots to such that c5>0. Let w be a linear transforma-

tion of 4?* which permutes the roots p,, ..., pr and the roots &u ..., &,. Then w

commutes with e* by Proposition 23, and permutes the roots p such that p(R1)=l.

Proposition 24 then applies to w: if w\(íq*P = v, then v permutes the roots tô, to a

root of 55'. Since v permutes au ..., ce,, it permutes the positive roots of fl'. This

means that y|3B* permutes the positive roots of Ss, i.e. stabilizes the standard

simple system of S*. Finally if i>|(23*)- =ö|(2B*)- for u e Horn« (SB*, 28*), then

u permutes the positive roots of 1)'; that is, if to>0, then (cou)' =tôû=tôi;>0. We

conclude that ü stabilizes the standard simple system of roots of 9D'.

Let w, v, £ be as in the two paragraphs preceding the statement of Proposition 24.

By the Corollary to Theorem 1, there is a r e T0 such that £r stabilizes ip* and

(£t)* stabilizes pu ..., pr, &u ..., a¡. Now £ stabilizes 4?* so t also stabilizes 4?*-

Hence Theorem 1(c) implies that t* is in the Weyl group of Si. Since £* and t*£*

commute with s* (the latter by Proposition 23), t* commutes with e*. These re-

marks allow us to prove the following:

Proposition 26. Let w be a linear transformation in 4Í>* which permutes the roots

of Si, permutes the roots p such that p(Ry)=\, and commutes with e*. Then there are

elements vy, v2 of the Weyl group of Si which commute with e* and permute the roots

pofSi such that p(R1)=\, and such that v\w = wv2 permutes the roots pu ..., pr and

the roots âu ..., &¡.

Proof. Choose v, £, r so that w, v, £, r are as above. Let vx = t* and v2

= £*_1t*£*. Now Vx is in the Weyl group and, since £ is an automorphism of Si,

£* is an orthogonal transformation of 4?* permuting the roots of Si. Hence v2 is in

the Weyl group. The rest of the proposition then follows.

We now prove the following analogue of Theorem 1(c).

Theorem 3. Let -qeG. Necessary and sufficient conditions for y¡ to be in G0 are that

(i) -q commutes with every E e Qc,

(ii) rj g Auto 55', and

(iii) fj g Aut0 ®-

Proof. The necessity of these conditions was shown in Proposition 5 and in the

remarks preceding it. So suppose -q satisfies these conditions. By Proposition 5,

there exists 6 e G0 so that d = fj. The automorphism -qd'1 of 3 satisfies (i), (ii), and

(iii) since both r¡ and 6 do, and in addition commutes with all elements of 55'.

Since it commutes with all elements of & it in fact commutes with all derivations of

8- Also it belongs to the same component of G as -q. Thus we may assume, replacing

i] by r/d'1, that for every D e 55, r¡~1Dr¡= D.

In particular 7?_1SBtj = 23. So 4?^? is a Cartan subalgebra of fl containing 23; by

Proposition 1, 4?í} = 4?. Since fj e Aut0 Si, fj* is in the Weyl group of Si. Also fj

permutes the roots p such that p(Ri) = 1 ; we apply Proposition 11 to conclude that

'?*|('î)î)^ = i' where v is in the Weyl group of 2'.
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Now f¡* commutes with e* (since r¡ e G). Also v = f¡* (acting on 4?î), as in the

remarks preceding the statement of Proposition 24. So v commutes with «*. We claim

that v fixes 38* pointwise. Indeed, if w e SB*, x e St' and D e 38 then (a>v)(Rx + D)

= o)((Rx+ D)fj) = oj(Rm+ D) — oj(D) = oj(Rx + D) and so wv = oj. The theorem of

Steinberg previously cited then implies that v=\. Proposition 11 in turn implies

that rj* = 1 : for 1 and rj* are both extensions of v to an element of the Weyl group

of ft permuting the roots p such that p(Ri) = 1. This means that if p is any root of ft

then ftpfj = ftp, and that rj fixes 4? pointwise. Our proof will then be complete if we

prove the following:

Lemma. Let r¡ be an automorphism o/3 which commutes with every derivation of

3 and such that rj fixes a Cartan subalgebra of 2 pointwise. Then r¡ e G0.

Proof. We first show that it is sufficient to assume 3 simple; to do this, we use

induction on the number of simple summands of 3- Indeed, suppose 3 = 3i ©32,

where the 3¡ are nonzero ideals of 3. Then £ = £j©£2 and ft = fti © ft2 ; here

£; = 2(30 and &t = Sí(3¡) (/ = 1,2). Let 4? be the Cartan subalgebra of £ fixed pointwise

by rj. Now t¡ stabilizes 3i and 32- To see that this is true, one observes that since

3¡ is an ideal, [3„ £] = 3j£c3í; in particular, [3¡, 4?] = 3¡, so that % is a sum of

root spaces of St. Since rj stabilizes the root spaces of ft, ri = r)|3 stabilizes 3>-

Moreover, the hypotheses of the Lemma apply to 3i and ti|3¡. Indeed, Der 3

= Der3i©Der32 so that ii|3¡ commutes with every derivation of 3¡- Also

4? = 4?i © 4?2, where 4?¡ = 4? n fl¡ is a Cartan subalgebra of £¡; and (r;|3¡)~ =v\ft¡

fixes 4?( pointwise. By induction we conclude that r;|3i is in Aut0 3¡- Since the

direct product of irreducible groups is irreducible, r¡ e Aut0 3i x Aut0 32= G0.

We assume henceforth that 3 is simple. Since 3 = ® is a sum of root spaces, r¡ is

a diagonal linear transformation of 3 (with respect to a basis of 3 consisting of root

vectors). Let A be an eigenvalue of r¡. Then the A-eigenspace 3a0?) is invariant under

all derivations of 3- Indeed, if x-q = Xx and ¿)e5) then (xD)r¡ = (xr¡)D = X(xD).

Now if rj= 1 we are clearly done. So assume r¡jíl. Then r¡ has an eigenvalue A^ 1.

3a(v) is thus a subspace of 3 invariant under 5) and disjoint from <D1. By a result

of Helwig [4, Theorem 4, p. 389], either the dimension of 3 is 3, or 3a0?) = 3', the

subspace of 3 spanned by all associators. We note that Helwig's proof does not

use the classification of simple Jordan algebras.

Suppose then that dim 3 = 3. Then as we have seen 3 is the Jordan algebra of a

two-dimensional vector space S3 with a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form

( , ). Let Vi, v2 be the basis of 33 given in the Lemma preceding Proposition 16.

Now r¡ (indeed any automorphism) stabilizes S3 =3' and fixes 1. If the matrix of??

on S3 is (2   bd), then from the fact that r¡ commutes with derivations we see that

/l        0\/û   b\       la   b\l\       0\

[o    -l)\c   d) ~ \c   d)\0    -If
i.e.

la       b\       la    -b\

\-c    -d) ~ \c    -d)
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This means that b = c = 0. Also v1-q.v2q=\ implies that ad=\. So r;|SS has the

matrix (g °-i). Now if A^O is any scalar, the linear transformation -qK of 3 which

maps 1 -> 1, vy -> Xvx, v2 -> X~xv2 is an automorphism of 8- The set of all r¡K is an

irreducible set since it is the image of O — {0} under the rational map Xt-^ r¡A.

Hence all r¡Á are in Aut0 8- This applies in particular to the given -q.

We can now assume that A^ 1 is an eigenvalue of -q and that 8a(1?) = 8', where

3 = 01 © 3'(since 3 is central simple [4]). Thus 8 = 01 © 3A(r,), and -q has only 1

and A as eigenvalues. If x and y are eigenvectors for A then x.y is zero or is an eigen-

vector for A2. This means that one of three things happens: A2=l, A2 = A, or Q'.Q'

= 0. In the last case, 8' is an ideal of 3, which is a contradiction to the simplicity of

3- Since A^ 1 the middle case is impossible and the first implies that A= — 1.

This means that if x, y e 8' then x.y is an eigenvector for 1, i.e. is in Ol. For

each x, y e 8' let (x, y) e O be such that x.y = (x, y)\. It then follows that 8 is the

Jordan algebra of the vector space 8'—^ equipped with the bilinear form ( , ),

and that -q is the automorphism p,l+vi-^p.l—v, p.e <b, v e 33.

The action of fj on S is as follows : 1): Rx —*> Ru Rx-> —Rxiïxe%$, D -> D if

D e 5). Since fj fixes a Cartan subalgebra 4? of £, it follows that 4?^$^! © 55.

This implies (since Rx is in the center of O/?! © 55) that & = <&R1 © 28 where SB

is a Cartan subalgebra of 55. We show that this situation is impossible if dim 33 is

odd. In any event the derivations of 8 are the linear transformations of 8 which

send 1 to 0 and which on 33 are skew with respect to the bilinear form. If dim 33 is

odd we can choose a basis v0, vu ..., v2l of 33 with respect to which the matrix of

the form is

Then a Cartan subalgebra SB of 55 consists of transformations which annihilate 1

and on 33 have matrices of the form

where A is an /x/diagonal matrix [8, pp. 138-139]. Now S3 annihilates the sub-

space 01 © Ou0 of 3 so that the Cartan subalgebra of £ containing 28 contains

^*ie*»o (see Proposition 1). Thus rank Shrank 55+2, whereas the hypotheses on

■q would imply that rank 2 = rank 55 + 1.

Finally we show that if dim 33 is even, -q is indeed in Aut0 8- We choose a basis

v-,, ..., vn of 33 such that (v¡, v,)=8tj. For each i, ei = %(l+vl) is a primitive idem-

potent of 8: since v2= 1, e{ is an idempotent, and since 8 has rank 2, every idem-

potent of 8 not equal to 0 or to 1 is primitive. Now it is known (see Propositions
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1 and 3 of the Appendix) that if e,/are primitive idempotents of 3, then t/2e-i^2/-i

£ Aut0 3- Applying this here, and noting that U2e¡_i=UVi, we see from the fact

that n is even that UVl UVz ■ ■ ■ UVn e Aut0 3- Now 1 Uv¡ = 1, vt Uv¡ = i>¡3 = (vt, Vi)vx = t?<

and if/Vy then VjUv. = 2(vrvi).vi — vj.Vi2 = 0 — vj = —vf. This implies that WVi- ■ ■ UVn

= 1 and that for each i, u,UVl ■ ■ ■ UVn = ( - 1 )n ' 1vi = - vt. Thus r¡ = UVl ■ ■ ■ UVn, and

rj e Aut0 3, as desired.

This theorem, together with the preceding considerations, allows us to identify

the components of G. We denote by H/(5)') the Weyl group of 55' and by W(£,s)

the Weyl group of Ss. We define a map i from W(Le) to G/G0 as follows: let

u e W(ZC). Then by Steinberg's theorem there is a unique v in the Weyl group of

£' such that v commutes with £* and t>|S8* = w. By Proposition 11 there is a unique

w in the Weyl group of ft such that w permutes the roots p of ft satisfying p(Ri) = 1

and vf|(4?*j~ = t>. By Proposition 12 w commutes with **. By Theorem 2(b) there is

a £ e G such that £ stabilizes 4? and £* = n>. We let z'(w) = £G0.

This map is well defined. Suppose iu £2 £ G both stabilize 4? and satisfy t,* = w

(i= 1, 2). Then (lií21)*=l. We show that if £ £ G stabilizes 4? and satisfies £*=1,

then £ £ G0 ; this will obviously be sufficient. It is clear that £ e Aut0 ft. If w, v, u are

as in the paragraphs preceding Proposition 24 and following Proposition 25 (that is,

£* = w, w\(íq*)~ = v, ¿7|(S8*)" =f|(38*)_) then clearly w=\ (acting on 4?*), hence

v= 1 (acting on 4?*), hence u= 1 (acting on 38*). The remarks following Proposition

25 show that £ stabilizes 38i and £* = «. Hence £* = 1 and £EAut055'. A similar

argument shows that the dual of £|© can be identified with v\©* = 1, so that £ fixes ©

pointwise. Theorem 3 now implies that £ £ G0.

The map /' defined above is an anti-homomorphism. For suppose uu u2 e WÇLe)

and let v¡, w¡, £¡ (/= 1, 2) be as above. Then vxv2 is in the Weyl group of £', com-

mutes with £* and satisfies u1y2|SB* = H1W2. Also wxw2 satisfies WiW2\(§*y~ = ViV2

= (vxv2y. Finally (£2£"i)* = £*£* = wxw2 so i(t/iM2) = £2£iG0 = £2Go£iGo = /(w2Mwi)-

We show that the kernel of / is (WifS)'))~. Suppose ue Wif£>'). Then choose

v, w, £ so that i>|S8* = w, ̂ 1(4?*)"" = ¿3, £* = w, as above. Of course £ e Aut0 ft since

w is in the Weyl group of ft. We have seen that £* = u, so that £ £ Aut0 5)'. As was

remarked above, the dual of £|© can be identified with 5|©*, which is 1 by the

definition of w. Hence Theorem 3 implies that ieG0; we have shown that the

kernel of / contains (W(%'))~. Conversely, suppose ue WÇLC), i(u)=\. Choose

v, w, £ as above: £ e G0. Then £* e W(%') and £ fixes © pointwise. This means that

u fixes @* pointwise and on (38*)" agrees with (£*)"; i.e. u e (W(1)'))~.

We can therefore define an injective homomorphism j of fP(Es)/( 1^(55'))" into

G/Go by the formula j(u(W(c£>'))~) = i(u~1). We define a homomorphism/?: G/G0

-> r/r0 as follows : ̂ (Gj) is that component of F which contains G¡. Our principal

result is

Theorem 4. 77ze sequence

o —» w&e)i(w(W))- -U g/G0 -!U r/r0 —* o
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is a split exact sequence. Consequently the number of components of G is the number

of components ofT times the index of (W(^>'))~ in W(S,e).

Proof. To prove exactness, we need only show that the image of j (i.e., the

image of i) is the kernel of p, and that p is surjective. If u e W(2Ze) and v, w, £ are as

above, then £* = w is in the Weyl group of Si and hence, by Theorem 1(c), £ g T0.

This means that p(i(u)) =/?(£G0) = £ro = T0. Conversely, suppose G¡ is a component

of G with G¡^ r0. Choose £ g G¡ so that £ stabilizes 4? (Theorem 2(a)). Let w = £*;

w is in the Weyl group of Si (since £ g T0) and commutes with e* (since £ e G). By

Proposition 11 iv|(4?î)~ = û where v is in the Weyl group of 2' and commutes with

e*. Steinberg's theorem then implies that H = y|3B* is in W(E,,,). Clearly i(u) = Gt.

We now define a homomorphism q from r/T0 to G/G0 and prove that p(q(T¡)) =

r¡ for all components r¡. This will prove that p is surjective and that the sequence

splits. Choose -q e Tt so that fj stabilizes 4? and f¡* stabilizes our fixed simple system

of roots {pj, ..., p„ &!,..., &i}; here we use the Corollary to Theorem 1. Then by

Proposition 23 fj* commutes with e*. We conclude from Theorem 2(b) that there

is a £ g G such that £ stabilizes 4? and £* = fj*, i.e. (tfj'1)*=l, so that £ry_1 e T0

by Theorem 1(c). We have shown that for each r¡ there is a £ g G n r¡ such that

£ stabilizes 4? and £* stabilizes our simple system of roots. We let q(Ti) = tG0. This

map is well defined : if £1; £2 g G n r¡ both have the above property then £i£¿"x g f 0

and (Ci^J1)* stabilizes the simple system. By Theorem 1(c) (Wj1)* is in the Weyl

group of Si, hence equals 1. By our remark above, dfj1 g G0.

The map q is a homomorphism: if £j g G n Tu £2 g G n T2 are such that £¡

stabilize 4? and £* stabilize the simple system, then £x£2 e G n T^ has the property

that £i£2 stabilizes 4? and (£,£2)* stabilizes the simple system. I.e. q(T1T2) =

£i£2G0 = £1G0£2Go=i7(ri)£7(r2). Finally, if Th £ are as above, p(q(Ti)) =/>(£G0) =

£r0 = risince£Gri.

The second sentence of the theorem clearly follows from exactness of the

sequence.

4. Fixed points. If r¡ is a linear transformation of a vector space 23 over O, by

33^(17) we mean {v e 33 | v(-q — Al)fc = 0 for some integer k). S3A(i?) is the A-eigenspace

of -q, and will be written S3A if -q is understood. Suppose 33 is an algebra and -q

an automorphism of 33. Then 33A33„c33ÄU; in particular, 23A33B = 0 if Xp. is not an

eigenvalue of 7;. Also, if 33 has an identity, then 33i is a subalgebra of 33 containing 1.

If Gj is an algebraic component of G = Aut 8, then by the index of G¡ we mean

the minimum dimension of 81(17) as -q ranges over G¡. If -q e G¡ and dim SiO?)

equals the index of G¡, then -q is called regular. In these definitions we follow

Jacobson [9], as outlined in the Introduction. As in the case of Lie algebras, the

regular elements of Gt form a nonempty Zariski open subset of Gt [9, p. 304].

Proposition 27. If -q e G then 81O?) is a semisimple subalgebra of 8- Also

9? = © 2**i 3Áv) is the orthogonal complement o/8i(^) with respect to the generic

trace t of!$.
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Proof. Let r¡s be the semisimple part of r¡—i.e. if ze 3a then zr¡s = Xz. Then r¡s

is also an automorphism. If z e 3i, w e 3a, A?¿ 1, then

t(z, W) = I(Z.W) = t((z.w)r¡s) = /(Z7is, Wqs) = Xt(z, w).

Thus A^l implies that t(z, w) = 0. This proves that t(3u 9Î) = 0. Since dim9î =

dim 3 —dim 3i and since the generic trace is nondegenerate (see [10, p. 353] for a

proof of this independent of the classification theory), it follows that 9î=3i-

From the above proven fact we see that t restricted to 3i is a nondegenerate

associative form. We can use Dieudonné's theorem [8, p. 71] to prove that 3i is

semisimple, provided we show that 3i contains no ideals of square zero. If 33 is

such an ideal, let z e 3i, vv e 33. Then t(z, w) = t(z.w) = 0 since z.w e 33 and hence

(z.w)-2 = 0 (here we use the fact that t is zero on nilpotent elements of 3). But now

we see that S3^3¿ n 3i = 0.

In the following theorem, we use results on idempotents which are proven in

the Appendix.

Theorem 5. Let r¡ be a regular automorphism o/"3- Then 3i = 3i0?) is an associa-

tive semisimple subalgebra o/3, '•*■ a direct sum of fields.

Proof. Suppose 3i is not a direct sum of fields. By Proposition 27 it is a direct

sum of simple algebras, one of which is not a field. By standard results on reduced

simple Jordan algebras [10, p. 202], 3i contains primitive orthogonal idempotents

e,/such that e and/are connected—indeed, since the field is algebraically closed,

strongly connected. Thus we have e,f, ae3i with e.a=f.a = \a and a2 = e+f. Let

33 = Oe+ 0/+ Oo; S3 is a three-dimensional simple Jordan algebra. Let /(33) be the

set of primitive idempotents of 33. Since S3 is the Jordan algebra of a vector space

with a nondegenerate bilinear form, /(93) is an irreducible algebraic subset of 33

(see Proposition 3 of the Appendix). Moreover, e,f, and He+f+a) are in /(33),

since they are idempotents unequal to 0 or 1. We define a polynomial map

£:/(S3)^ G as follows:

l(g)= Uto-iUat-M   for g 6 7(8).

Here 57îs is the semisimple part of ri. By Proposition 1 of the Appendix, U2e-iU2g-1e

G0. Also since the characteristic of i> is zero, any unipotent automorphism of 3

is in G0, so that in particular r¡s and r¡ belong to the same component of G. Thus

£(/(33))^G0r?.

Let 9Í be as in Proposition 27. If xe3i and g£/(33) then xU2g-i = 8(x.g).g —

Sx.g + xe^i (as in the Appendix). This shows that 3i£(g)=3i; since automor-

phisms of 3 are orthogonal with respect to the generic trace, 9í£(g) = 3i£(á?) = 57í.

I.e. £(g) stabilizes 3i and 9Î for any g e /(S3).

We now define two polynomial functions on /(33) : if g e /(33), then E(g) =

det [(£($)-7)|9l] and 77(g) = (£(g)-/)fc|31, where A: = dim31 and / is the

identity   linear   transformation   of   3.   Thus   E: /(33) -> 4>   and   F: /(33) ->
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Homt (81, 3i)- We claim that neither E nor F is the zero function. Indeed,

£(e) = det [(£(<?)-7)|5K] = det [(i?s-/)|5ß]#0, since 1 is not an eigenvalue of -q\yt.

Let g = :j(e+f+a); then F(g)^Q. To see this, we note that a.g = \(a/2 + a/2 + e+f)

= \(a + e+f)=g, which means that aU2g_1 = 8(a.g).g— 8a.g + a=8g.g— %g + a = a.

Now aU2e-1 = %(a.e).e — %a.e + a = 2a — 4a + a= —a. Hence ar,(g) = aU2e-1U2g-.x-qs

= -aVs=-a. So a(t,(g)-I)=-2a and finally a(C(G)-I)k = (-2)ka#0. This

shows that F#0.

Since 7(23) is irreducible, we can choose h e 7(33) so that E(h)=¿0 and F(A)#0.

Since E(h)¥= 0, £(//)-7is nonsingular on 9Î and thus 3i(£(A))^ 81(17). Since F(h)¥=0,

1(h) — I is not nilpotent on 81, which means that 8i(£(^)) is properly contained in

81. But 1(h) g G017, a contradiction to the fact that 17 is regular.

We now work toward showing the converse of Theorem 5. In Propositions 28

through 31 17 is an automorphism of 8 such that 81O?) is associative, i.e. 3i('?) =

O^i ©• • • © Oek, where eu .. .,ek are orthogonal idempotents and ex + ■ ■ ■ + ek = 1.

As before 3Î = © 2a#i 8aW- Let 5>0 = {¿> g 55 | 31/) = 0}.

Proposition 28. 17 fixes 3i pointwise.

Proof. 17I81 is unipotent. It permutes the idempotents ex,.. .,ek and thus has

finite order. The group algebra of the cyclic group generated by ij|3i is semisimple

(by Maschke's theorem and since O has characteristic zero) and commutative,

hence contains no nilpotent elements. Thus the nilpotent part of 17I81 is 0, and

Proposition 29. Every element Del) can be written in the form D= D± + D2 —

7¡-1D2r¡, where Dx e 550 and D2 e 55.

Proof. Let 8 = ©2¡s;8o be the Peirce decomposition of 3 with respect to

the idempotents elt...,ek. Now elD = ei2D = 2ei.eiD, so that etDe$¡1i2(ei) =

© 2n*¡ Sin- Choose ain e 3¡n (n^i) so that e¡7> = 2n#i ain. Then if i^j,

0 = (ei.e,)D = eiD.ej + ei.ejD = 2 ain.ej + et.^ ajn = 1% + ^.

Thus au= -an. Now let

E=  2 4[Ren,Ranm]e%.
n<m

Then for each 1,

etE =   2 4(ex.en).anm- 2 4(et.anm).en
n<m n<m

= 2 2a*™_ 2 °im~ 2 a"¡
i<m i<m n<i

= 2 a™_ 2a™ = 2 °™ = eiD-
i<m m<i mïi

So D1 = D — Eec£)0. To conclude, we need only show that E is of the form
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D2 — -q 1D2r¡. For this we need only show that each [Ren, Ranm\ is of that form.

Now if r>ro, *V« then t(e¡, anm) = t(ei.anm) = t(0) = 0; also t(en, anm) = t(e-2, anm) =

t(en,en.anm) = ^t(en,anm) = 0 and similarly t(em, anm) = 0. From this we see, since

5J? = 3Í, that anm e 9Í. Now l—r¡ stabilizes 3? and is nonsingular on 9Î, hence

surjective on 3Î. Choose b e 3Î so that b — br¡ = anm. Then

[Pen, Panm]  =   [Pe„, Pb\ ~ [Ren> Rbr,]

=  [Pen> Pb] — lPentl> Rbn]

= [Reil, Rb]-[Renñ, Rbv]

=  [Pen,Rb]-[Ren,Rb]v

=  [Ren, Rb]-V'HRen, Rbh-

Let ¿/={te G I 3it^3i}- H is clearly an algebraic group. Since HçG, it

follows that /70sG0.

Proposition 30. (a) The elements of H0 fix 3i pointwise.

(b) The Lie algebra of H0 is 550.

Proof, (a) Let Hi = {t e H0 | xt = x for all xe3i}- Then Hx is a normal

algebraic subgroup of H0. Moreover, it has finite index in H0. Indeed, since 3i is

a direct sum of fields, Aut 3i is finite. Two elements of H0 are in the same coset of

Hi if and only if they agree on 3i ; since there are only a finite number of possible

actions on 3i, [H0:Hi] is finite. This means that the component of the identity

of Hi has finite index in H0 and thus is the component of the identity of H0. Since

H0 is irreducible, we see that //j = 770.

(b) We apply [2, Vol. II, Exemple IV, pp. 144-145; Théorème 11, p. 171]. H is

the intersection of the algebraic group G—whose Lie algebra is 55, since the

characteristic is zero—and the algebraic group {r¡ e Hom4 (3, 3) I v is nonsingular

and 3X7? = 3i}—whose Lie algebra is {E e Horn* (3, 3) | 3iTiÇ3i}. Thus the Lie

algebra of H, which is the same as that of H0, is the intersection of these two

algebras, i.e. is {Tí 6 5) | 3i£— 3i}- But this is equal to 5)0. For since 3i is a sum

of fields, every derivation which stabilizes 3i annihilates it. Indeed, if Tí e 5),

SjTÍ^Sj, then é?iT> = e;2£> = 2ei.e-iTJ (/= 1,..., k); hence e^Dee^. 3i = (l)e¡ and thus

eiD = 2eiD = 0.

Let á-={t"17?£t I t e G0, £ e TT0}. Clearly K<=VG0.

Proposition 31. K contains a nonempty open subset ofr¡G0.

Proof. First we note that r¡H0 is épais (i.e. is irreducible and contains a relatively

open subset of its closure). For it is the image of H0, an épais set, under a poly-

nomial map; here we are using [2, Vol. Ill, Proposition 20, p. 186; Lemme 3,

p. 193]. We apply also the fact that every irreducible algebraic group is épais, and

that O is algebraically closed.
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We consider the adjoint representation r \-> ad t of G0 acting on Homt (3, 3):

xad t = t~1xt for xe Horn, (8, 8)- The image ad G0 of G0 under this rational

representation is an algebraic group, hence an épais group of transformations of

Horn« (8, 8)- Hence K= (-qH0) ad G0 is an épais set (it is the orbit of an épais set

under an épais group). To prove the proposition we therefore need only show that

K is dense in r¡G0.

If xe-qH0, then by [2, Vol. Ill, Proposition 2, p. 192], X(K, x)^xß(ad G0) +

%(r,H0, x). Here %(K, x) is the tangent space to A' at x and 2(ad G0) is the Lie

algebra of ad G0. By [2, Vol. II, Proposition 6, p. 141], 2(ad G0) is ad 55, the set

of all mappings A -^[A, D] of Homt (8, 8) into itself, for all D e 55. Thus we

see that

%(K, x) 3 [x, 55] + S(i7/70, x) = [x, %] + X(xH0, x)

= [x, 1)] + x%(H0, 1)    by [2, Vol. Ill, p. 191]

= [x, 55] + x2(/70) = [x, 55] + jc550.

This holds for all x e -qH0.

The proof of the Corollaire on p. 192 of [2, Vol. Ill] implies that there is a

nonempty Zariski open subset E' of r¡H0 such that every point of E' is simple in

K (recall that this means that the dimension of the tangent space to AT at a point

of E' is minimal and is the dimension of K as an algebraic set). If £ e H0 then £

fixes 8i pointwise so 17£ fixes 81 pointwise (here we use Propositions 28 and 30(a)).

Hence fñr¡^% as before. Let E" = {xevH0 | 3i(x) = 3i(i?)}. Now £'V 0 since

■qeE"; and E" is open in r¡H0, for E" = {xe-qH0 | det [(l-x) | 9Î]^0}. So

E' n £'V 0. Let 17' belong to E' n E". Then

%(K, 17') 3 [17', 55] + i7'550 = {-q'D- Dr,' I De 55} + i7'550

= r,'[{D-r,'-1Dr,'\ ¿>g5>} + 550].

Now 17' has 3i as its 1-eigenspace. So applying Proposition 29 to 17' rather than 17,

we find that {D-r,'-1Dr,' | D g55} + 550 = 5>. I.e. %(K,r,')^r,"I). Thus dim K=

dim i7'55 = dim 55 = dim 17G0, since 17' is simple in K. Since K^r,G0, this means that

K is dense in 17G0.

Theorem 6. Ifr,eG is such that 81(17) is associative, then r, is regular.

Proof. Since the set of regular elements of 17G0 is open, its intersection with K

(defined above) is nonempty. Let t_1i7£t g K be regular. Then ^£ is regular, since

81(170 = 8i(T~ll?£T)T_1- But since 77 £ fixes 3i, the fixed-point space of 17,17 too must

be regular.

We note that XI, scalar multiplication in 8 by O^A, is an element of T and that

(Xiy=XI. For (XI)Ua(XI) = X2Ua=UKa=UaW). Also Ah^- XI is a polynomial map

from O —{0}, an irreducible set, to T. The image of this map contains I, which

implies that XIeT0. For brevity we write À for (A/)~. Thus ÄeAut0Ä and if

a, be^s, Le 2 then X: a + b+L-^Xa+X-^b+L.
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We can now prove the following principal result:

Theorem 7. Let G¡ be a component of G. Let N be the index of G¡, M the index

of the component of Aut ft to which G¡ belongs, and P the index of the component

of Aut 55' to which o¡ belongs. Since for £ e G¡, £|© is independent oft, (Proposition

5), we can let Q be the dimension of ©^£1©), the l-eigenspace of this well-defined

action on ©.

Then N=M-P-Q.

Proof. We first choose r¡ e G¡ so that r¡ is regular and rj is regular (as an element

of Aut 5)'). That this is possible we see as follows. We have seen that the set of

regular elements of G¡ is a nonempty open subset of G¡. We show that {r¡ e Gt\ rj

is regular} is also nonempty and open. Since G4 is irreducible, these two open sets

will then intersect. Now if £ e G¡ then Gi = ÇG0. So Gi = £G0 = £ Aut0 5)' (by Prop-

osition 5). Thus G¡ is an entire component of Aut 55'. The set of regular elements

of Gj is thus nonempty and open in G¡. Since ^h-> rj is a rational map and hence

open [2, Vol. Ill, Proposition 6a, p. 176], {r¡ e G¡ \ rj is regular} is open in G¡.

Choose nonzero A e O so that neither A nor A"1 is an eigenvalue of rj. Then

fjX is in the same component of Aut ft as rj. We find the 1-eigenspace £1 = ffi1(ijA).

Since rjX e f, fjX stabilizes 3,3, and £. So fti =31($X\31) © 3i(^|3) © £iO?A|£).
Now ijÀ|3 and r)A|3 do not have 1 as an eigenvalue: for if öe3 is such that

arjX = a, then Xar¡ = a, i.e. ar¡ = X~1a, which is impossible by the choice of A.

Similarly, if ârjX = â, then X~1arl = a, which means that ar¡ = Xa, again an impossi-

bility. We conclude that ÎtjÇfl. Now if Ra + E+D is an arbitrary element of £

(ûe3, Tíé©, ¿>e5>') then (Ra + E+D)rjX = Rav + Erj + Drj, where Erj e © and

TfcjeS)'. Hence S?1 = /?3lW + ©1(^|©) + 5)i«).

We claim that ftx is abelian. 55Í(-¡5) is abelian by the results on Lie algebras cited

in the Introduction and the fact that fj is regular. Since ©^l©) is contained in the

center of 55, ©1(^|©) + 5)í(tj) is abelian. 3i0?) is a direct sum of fields, say 3i0?) =

Oej @ • • • © <¡>ek, where eu...,ek are orthogonal idempotents (here we use

Theorem 5 and the fact that r¡ is regular). Thus [Re., Re¡] = 0 for all /, j; this is

always true of orthogonal idempotents and follows from properties of the Peirce

decomposition. Hence [T?3lW, /?3l(„>] = 0. Finally, if D e (Si(fj\&) + 1>'i(rj), then the

fact that ftt is a subalgebra implies that T?3l(n)D = [T?3l(„), D]^R^i(n), i.e. 3i(v)D

= 3i(»?)- Thus, as in the proof of Proposition 30(b), 3i(1?)£) = 0- This means that

[T?3lW,©1(i|©) + 5)^)]=0.

Since fti is abelian, fjX is regular, again by the results on Lie algebras cited in

the Introduction. Hence dim fti = M. Certainly dim3i('?) = Ar, dim ©1(ij|©)= Q,

and dim 55'1(^)=T'. This means that N=M-P- Q.

Corollary. The index of G0 is rank Sî-rank 55.

Proof. The results on Lie algebras cited in the Introduction imply that if 33 is a

semisimple Lie algebra over d>, then the index of Aut0 S3 is rank 33, i.e. the dimen-

sion of a Cartan subalgebra of 33. If £ e G0 then £ fixes © pointwise and hence
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(^(£1©) = ©. Also G0 = Auto 5)' and G0 belongs to Aut0 Si. Thus in the notation of

Theorem 7, M=rank Si, P = rank 55', and g = dim &. Since P+ g = rank 55, by the

Lemma preceding Proposition 1, we are done.

We note that if G¡ is a component of G, then every element of G¡ fixes a subspace

of dimension at least index (G¡). The proof of this uses the fact that a regular

automorphism 17 fixes SiO?) pointwise (Proposition 28), and is otherwise the same

as in the case of Lie algebras [9, Theorem 10, p. 314]. The above Corollary now has

the following infinitesimal analogue.

Theorem 8. Let A be the minimum dimension of the kernel of a derivation 0/3

and B the minimum (for all D e 55) of dim 8o(£0> ¡he 0-eigenspace of D. Then

A = B = rank ff-rank55.

Proof. We first show that 55 contains elements which are regular in 2, i.e. there

exists D e 55 such that 20(adß D) is a Cartan subalgebra of 2. As before 2 = Rm +

23 +2a 2a, where the summation is over all roots of 2'. Since for any root a of

2', ce(3B)#0 (by Proposition 15), we can choose D e 33 to be a nonzero of all the

roots of 2'. If a e 91, E e SB, La e 2a, then L = Ra + E+ 2« La is in 20(ada D) if and

only if for some n, £(ad D)n = 0. But if «a 1 then L(ad D)n = 2« «(D)nLa which is

zero only if all La are zero. We conclude that 4? = 2o(adj> D), and thus that D is

regular in 2.

We now consider the following four sets of derivations:

(i) The set of D such that D is regular—i.e., such that 550(ad£ D) is a Cartan

subalgebra of 55.

(ii) The set of D such that D is regular in 2.

(iii) The set of D such that dim kernel D = A.

(iv) The set of D such that dim Q0(D) = B.

Each of these sets contains a nonempty Zariski open subset of 55. This is well

known for the first [8, p. 61] and has been shown for the second: the second set

is nonempty and is the intersection of an open set of 2 with 55, hence is open in 55.

To see that the third set contains an open set, note that the dimension of the kernel

of D is dim 3 —rank D, so that the third set is the set of derivations of maximal

rank. If we choose a basis for 8 and regard Homa (3, 8) as a complete matrix

algebra, we see that the largest k such that there is a k x k minor which is nonzero

on 55 is this maximal rank. The third set contains the nonzeroes of such a minor,

an open set. To see that the fourth set is open, let det (XI — x) = Xn - a1(x)Xn~1 +

■••+(— l)nan(x) for x a generic element of Horn« (3, 3) (see [10, p. 222] for the

definition of generic elements). Here crl9..., a« are polynomial functions on

Homt (8, 8); hence on 55. If an, on_u ..., vn_k + 1 are all identically zero on 55

but an_k is not, then dim 30(D) = B if and only if <rB_fc(Z))#0.

Thus we can choose a derivation D which lies in all four of the above sets.

Since for a e 3, E e 55, (Ra + E)(ad D)n = RaD« + E(ad D)n, it follows that 20(ads D)

= -^30<D) + ®o(adi) D). That D is in the first and second sets shows that 550(ad$ D)
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is a Cartan subalgebra of 55 and £0(ads D) is a Cartan subalgebra of £. Since

Cartan subalgebras of £ are abelian (recall that £ is completely reducible),

[T?30(D), 550(adi> Z))] = 0. In particular, D e 550(adi> D), so 30(T))TJ=0. Thus 3„(/))

is the kernel of D and A = B. Finally, we note that dim3o(^) = dim £0(ad D)

-dim 550(ad ¿>) = rank £-rank 55 = rank £-rank 5).

5. Examples. Our purpose in this section is to apply the preceding results to

the simple Jordan algebras over O. We first make some general remarks. We recall

that if 3 is simple then © is one-dimensional and that © = 0 unless 3 is three-

dimensional. Also, if each of the idempotents eB, p e P, is primitive then every root

of S£ is of the form œ, w a root of 5)'. To see this, suppose that a is a root of £'

such that a+ is not ¿> for any root w of 5)'. Proposition 17 implies that a root

vector for a has the form Rx, x e 3- Since [Rx, T?si]ç5) n <&RX, clearly [Rx, R<a] = 0.

If p eP, let x = x1 + Xil2 + x0, where x¡ e 3t(eo), the /-Peirce space of the idempotent

ep. Then ep[Rx, Rep] = 0, so that (x.ep).ep = x.ep; this implies that Xi+\xm = x1 +

i*i/2, which means that x1/2 = 0. We conclude that if 3 = © 2 Sea (where the sum

is over unordered pairs of roots p, u e P) is the Peirce decomposition of 3 with

respect to the idempotents ep, p e P, then for each peP, x e3o(^) + 3i(0, i-e-

that x e © 2pep Spp- Since the e0's are primitive, 3íí> = <beB- Hence x e 2oep Oe„ =

St. I.e. Rxe T?9(Ç4?, a contradiction to the hypothesis that Rx is a root vector of

£'. Thus if all ep are primitive the proof of Proposition 25(b) shows that (W(%')) ~ =

W(I,S); in this case T0 n G = G0, by Theorem 4.

We now work our way through the classification of simple algebras (see [10,

Chapters 3-5] for details of the classification theory).

(I) 3 is three-dimensional, i.e. 3=^1©^, where S3 is a two-dimensional

vector space with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , ). We choose a

basis {vu v2) of S3 such that (vu v2)= 1 and (vu v-s) = (v2, v2) = 0. Then with respect

to the basis {1, vlt v2} of 3, 5) = 3B consists of all scalar multiples of the matrix

E =

The kernel of this transformation is 01, so that St = 01 and

4j = {^,R1 + wE \</>,u>e O}.

By abuse of notation, we let {>/>, oj} be the basis of 4?* dual to the basis {Rlt E} of

4?. We exhibit the root spaces of ft: if H=</jRi + coE, then

[I,JSn-*l, [I,TT]=-^I,

[vi, H] = (iP + oj)vi, [»i, H] = (-<P + oj)vi,

[v2, H] = (</>-oj)v2, [v2) H] = (-ip-u>)v2,

[RV1, H] = ojRViE = wRVl, [RV2, H] = -coRV2.
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Thus the roots of SÎ are ±<fi, + ¡/< ± to, ± to. Comparison with [8, p. 139] shows that

the root space of Si is of type B2. Now £* maps ¡/r -> — </i and to -> to. S3 = 4?i, so

that 4p* = SB* = (£* = Oto (identifying 4?* with (4?*)'"', as we shall in all these ex-

amples). Thus {to} is a simple system of roots of 2' stabilized by «*. Since (<fi — <o)iRi)

= 1, {ip — co, to} is the corresponding simple system of roots of Si. I.e. in the notation

we have consistently used, p1=ip — co and S^to. The Dynkin diagram of Si1 (with

Pi circled) is

0    >       '
The number of automorphisms of this diagram is 1—i.e. r = r0. 55'= 0, so

(WC&'))- =<1>. Since Ss is of type Ax, W(I,S) has order 2. Thus G has two com-

ponents. The component G0 of the identity fixes E. The other component, Gu

corresponding in the root space S s to the symmetry in the direction of to, maps

E to —E. Thus the index of G0 is 2— 1 = 1, whereas the index of Gx is 2 — 0 = 2.

In the remaining examples, © = 0. So 3B = SBi and we can identify 33* and S3*.

We also identify 4?* and (4?*)^\ as above.

(II) 8 = 01 © 33, where dim 33=n = 2/, 1^2. Here 55 consists of linear trans-

formations of 8 which map 1 -*■ 0 and are skew transformations on 33. We choose

a basis ulf..., w„ vu ..., v¡ of 33 with respect to which the form on 33 has matrix

(?, oO; here f is an Ixl identity matrix. We thus have the basis 1, uu..., u¡,

vu ..., vt of 8- If a, b are elements of this basis, by Ea<b we mean the corresponding

matrix unit: the linear transformation of 8 which maps a to b and all basis elements

other than a to 0. Then if Hi = Eu¡yU¡ — Ev¡tV¡, a Cartan subalgebra SB of 55 is

{2i=i cofli | toi e O}. 91 again is 01, so that 4?={<A-Ki + 2i "»i^i I &'°»i e $ for all /};

as before we denote by i/r, tau..., to, the corresponding dual basis of 4?*- We

exhibit the root spaces of Si : if H= ¡fiRx + 2¡ ^iH¡, then

[l,H] = tl, [l,H]=-fl,

[ut, H] = (i/i + cojui,       [w„ H] = (-i/í + to¡)¿/¡,

fa, H] = (t/j-cOi)vt, [V¡, H] = (-i/t-co^V,.

A basis for 5) consists of the transformations H¡, Eu¡¡Ut — EVi¡Vj (i=£j), EVltUj — EVj¡u.

(i<j), EU),v-Eu.yVj (i<j). By [7, p. 141], we see that

[EUj,u-EVuVj, H] = (cOi-cojyE^-Ev.^)       (i # /),

[EVi,u-EVjiU., H] = (to;+ toi)C£'„i,liJ-£„,,„)        (i < j),

[Eu¡,vl -EUuPj, H] = (-co¡ -co})(EUj¡v¡ -Eu.¡Vj)    (i < j).

In addition

[Ru¡, H] — coiR^,       [Rv., H] = — cotRVi.

Since 91' = 0, S3* = 4?*. Thus all roots of 2' are fixed by e*. The roots of 2' which are

roots of 55' are to¡ —to^ (i^j) and +(to¡ + to;) (i<j). The additional roots of 2' are
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± ü>t. A simple system of roots of £' is wj — w2, a>2 — oj3, ,,., fti¡_i—a»j, a>t and thus

£' is of type B¡. The simple system of roots of 55 consisting of positive roots (see

the discussion preceding Proposition 26) is co1 — œ2, oj2 — oj3,...,oj1_i—u1, col_1 +

oj¡ (this last root is positive since to¡_ i + io, = (coj _ x — oj¡) + 2a>¡). So 55' is of type D¡.

W(Y,e) is generated by the symmetries in the directions of the simple roots. The

first /— 1 simple roots of S£ are roots of 55'. The symmetry wa¡ fixes the roots

a>i — a>2,..., a>¡_2 — cu,_i and interchanges the roots a>¡_ j — o>, and a>¡_ x + a>,. Thus

the index of If(55') in W(Z,e)= W(2') is 2; the two cosets of W(55') are W(5)') and

waiW{%').

The roots of ft are ±<fi, ±co¡, oj¡ — oj¡ (i¥=j), ±(<oi + ojj)(i<j),and ± (</> ± w¡). Thus

ft is of type Bl + i. The simple system of roots of ft corresponding to the above

simple system of roots of £' is </> — coi, a>x — w2,..., oj¡ _ x — co¡, œ, : in our standard

notation, p1 = i/i — coi and {&i,..., cè,} = {io1 —£y2,..., to,}. The Dynkin diagram of

ft (with pi circled) is

0-.-. ••-!     )     I
So r=r0 and G has two components. The index of G0 is (l+l) — l=l. Since the

reflection wai of the root space of £' has /— 1 orbits in its action on the simple

system of roots of £', the other component of G has index (/+1) —(/— 1) = 2.

(Ill) 3 = <I)1 © S3, where dim 33 = w = 2/+1. Again, 5) consists of linear trans-

formations of 3 which map 1 -> 0 and are skew transformations on 33. We choose

a basis r, ult..., uh vu ..., v, of S3 with respect to which the form on 33 has

matrix

3 has the basis {1, t,ux,..., ux, vu ..., vt}; Eafi is as in the preceding example. A

Cartan subalgebra of 38 is spanned by Hi = EUuU. — Ev¡tV¡. In this case St = 01 ©

Of=Oi(l+r)© 0^(1-/); here i(l+t) and i(l-t) are primitive idempotents.

We have seen that this means (1^(55))" = W(T,e).

We let H0 = Rt. Then a typical element of 4? is '/'T?1 + 2í = o <*>iT/¡. A basis for 5)

is HU...,H¡, Eui_u¡ — EVuV¡ (¡T^j), Ev¡¡u¡ — EVj¡u¡ (i<j), EUjtV¡ — EUuVj (i<j), TsMi —

Ev¡¡t (all i), EUut — Et¡Vi (all /). We exhibit the root spaces of ft: if H=>pRi +

2i_o «hHi, then

[i + i,H] = [l, H] + [t,H] = 0Ai+«>oO+(^+"oi) = 0A+"oXi+O,

[TT7, //] = (-0-cuoXïTï),

[i-t,H] = (¿-«„xi-*),      &w,#] = (-^+a>o)(T^7),

[«¡, //] = O/í + cUi)",, [Öj, //] = (-(/i-r-coOMi,

[í^i, //] = (>p-wt)v(, [Vt, H] = (-i/j-oj^Vi.
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Using [8, p. 139], we see that

[Eu¡.u-Ev¡.v¡, H] = (coi-co^E^^-E^)        (i + i, i, j ^ 1),

[Ev„u,-EV)¡U¡, H] = (to,+ toJ)(£'„i>u.-£„,,,,,)        (1 á i < j),

[Eui.v-Eut.vp H] = (-co¡-co^E^^-E^)   (1 á i <j).

The same reference shows that [Et,u¡ — EVut,J¡'i = 1coiHi] = coi(Et¡Ut — Ev¡A) and

[Eui,t-EUn,^i = ícolHl]=-coi(EUut-EttP). Since [Ru¡¡ Rt] = E„.A-Et¡Ul and

[Rv¡, Rt] = EUht-Et¡v¡, we have

[Ru¡ + Et¡u. — EVtJ, H] = -co0(Et¡u. — Ev¡¡t) + coiRu¡-co0Ru. + coi(EtiU¡ — Ev¡¡t)

= (- <"o + ">i)(Ru¡ + EtiU¡ -EV(i t),

[-RUi + Etu-EVt¡t,H] = (coo + coiX-R^ + Et^-E^t),

[Rv.+EU¡A-Et¡v¡, H] = (co0-coí)(Rv. + Eu¡¿-EtyV),

[ — Rvt + Eu¡tt — Et¡v¡, H] = ( — co0 — coi)( — Rv. + EUut — Et¡v).

Thus the roots of Si are ±<p±tOi (z^O), ±to¡±coy (i^j)', this means that ® is of

type Dl + 2. Since e* maps >/> -> — </>, to0 -> — to0, and to, -> to( (/'^ 1), we see that a

simple system of roots of 2' (which is of type £>, + i> since its roots are ±coi±coi

(i^j)) which is stabilized by e* is col — col_1,...,co2 — co1, co1 — co0, tOi + too. The

projection of this simple system onto 28* is col — col_1,..., to2 —to1; tou which is a

simple system of roots of SS) i.e. (in this case), of roots of 55. The corresponding

simple system of roots of Si is >p — to,, to, — to,_i,..., tox —to0, toi + to0. Thus Si has

the Dynkin diagram

©-1   •   •   -    I-

This diagram has two automorphisms, so [r: T0] = 2. Also G has two components.

The index of G0 is (1+2) —1=2 since 55 is of type /?,. The other graph auto-

morphism of the diagram of Si corresponds to the identity automorphism of 55',

since the roots toj-to0 and co1 +co0, which are interchanged by this automorphism,

are both mapped to toj when the roots of 2' are projected onto SB*. Hence the

other component Gi of G has index (/+1) — /= 1.

(IV) 3 = SX^nX the algebra of symmetric n x n matrices, where n = 2l, / ä 2.8 can

be represented as the algebra of symmetric linear transformations of a vector space

33 of dimension 2/ equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form. We

choose a basis vlt..., v2¡ for 33 with respect to which the form has matrix (°, £')•

By Eij we mean Ev¡¡v. (in the above notation). Then 3 consists of matrices of the

form

on    a12\

i*21      a22/

<

(
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where the a¡/s are Ix I matrices satisfying a22 = a[i, a[2 = ai2, a2i = a21. By [10,

p. 254], 5) consists of all mappings X\-> [X, Y], where Y is a matrix skew with

respect to the form on S3, i.e. Y has matrix

Mi    ai2\

1^21    a22j

with flii= — #22, fli2= — a\2, a2i= —a2i. We denote the derivation Ih> [X, Y] by

ad Y. The mapping Y\-> ad F is injective.

A basis for 3 consists of the matrices Tíii + Tí1+íi/+¡ = A'i, Tíyi + Tíi + u + ¡ (i^j),

Ei + u + Ej + l¡i (i<j), El + lA, Eiii + l + EiJ + l (i<j), Ei¡i + l. A basis for the set of skew

matrices is Eii-El + u + i = Hi, Efl-Ei + u + l (/#;'), Ei + u-Ej + ¡¡i (i<j), Eui + l-

E-ij + i (i<j)- A Cartan subalgebra for 55 is 38 = {2i = i </<■ ad TT, | </tt e O, all /}. With

this choice of SB, St = © 2i = i **» so that 4?={2i = i ^ • 2RKi + 2Í = i <A, ad TT, | a>¡,

h e O, all /'}. As before, we let o>u flt..., a)¡, </i¡ be the corresponding dual basis

of 4?*. We exhibit the roots of ft : if //= 21 = i ">¡ • 2RK. + 2Í = i </-¡ ad //¡, then

[A"¡, //] = 2(0^,

[£yi + £; +,,,- + „ TT] = (ojt + ojj + ijji-■/->)(£■>■ + ¿íi + ¡,y + ¡) 0' # /'),

[£i+u+Ei+i,i> H] =•(«"* + ">< + >Pi + >/>i)(Ei + ¡,j + E, + i.i) (i ^ j),

[Ej,i +1 + Eu + „ TT] = (w, + w, - ^ - ^)(Ei(j +, + Eij +,) (i ^ ;),

[A^TT] = -2«^,

[En + E, + u + l,H] = ( - «¡i - <jij + h - 0y)(% + Tí¡ +u +,) (i + j),

[Ei + U + E1 + U,H] = (-oji-ojj + ipi + i/i^Ei + u + Ej + u) (i £j),

[EjA + l + EiJ + l, H] = (-oji-oJj-4>i-4>j)(Ej¡{ + l + E¡J + l) (i £j).

Every element of Horn* (S3, S3) is uniquely expressible as the sum of a skew and a

symmetric matrix. Thus Homt (33, S3) £ £, where the isomorphism is X+ Y<->

2Rx + ad Y for X symmetric (i.e. in 3) and Y skew. This is easy to verify and

allows us to find the roots of ft whose root spaces lie in £ more easily. For each

i, j let ei, denote the element of £ corresponding to Tij, £ Homt (33, 33) under

the above isomorphism. Then 2RK. = eli + el + lA + i and ad Hl = eii — e,+M + i.

Thus TT=2'=i (<»i + >f,i)eu + (0'i-</'i)ei + l,i + t. A basis for £ consists of 2RKt, ad TT¡,

e,¡ (i¥=j), ei + u + l (¡¿j), ei+u (all i,j), e,J+l (all i,j). Then

[en, H] = (wi+ipi-oj,->/i,)en (i # 7),

[ei + u + l, H] = (ojj-ipj-oji + i/jjei + u + i (i #./),

[ei + u,H] = (o); + <{>, - œt + i/íj)^ + lJ (i # j),

[ei + Ki, H] = 2i/-¡ei + ¡ii,

[eiji + l, TT] = (ojj-i/jj-oji-^eij + i (i //'),

h,i + „ TT] = -2</-iei>i + ¡.
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We thus see that the roots of Si, listed in the same order as above, are

A. Roots p such that p(Rx)=l. 2to, = (to, + i/i¡) + (to¡ —¡/>¡), (to, + i/J¡) + (to,,— >fi¡)

(i/y), (to, + </>,) + (to,- + &) (i Sj), (co, - &) + (co¡ - &) (ig/).

B. Roots p such that p(R1)= — l. — 2to¡ = — (to, — i/r¡) — (to, +1/«,), — (to¡ —i/«,) —

(toy + </.;) (zVy), -(«»-*)-(»/-^ 0'=7'), -K + W-K+'A,) Húj).
C. Roots p such that p(Rx) = 0. (to, +</r¡) — (to,■ + <pj) (i¥=j),  — (co, — ¡/<¡) + (coy — ¡/i3)

(i +j), - i«H - <Af) + iwi + >Pi) (i ¿j)> 2<Ai = -(<*%- </>,) + (co, + <A¡), - (co, + </>,) + (mj - i/ij)

(i^j),  -2<p¡=- (to, + i/r¡) + (to, - i/r¡).

Thus the roots of Si are all sums and differences of tOj + i/r, and to, — i/r,. This means

that 5£ is of type C2l. The roots of 2' are all differences of to, + i/i, and to, — </>,, so

that 2' is of type A2l_±. A simple system of roots of 2' stabilizes by e* (which sends

to,-*-to, and ipi^ipi) is K + W-(<"2+tí, (w2 + <A2)-(to3 + </<3), • • -, («>i-i +

i/,¡-l)-(<"! + <Al)>    2i/-, = (to, + i/r,)-(to,-i/-,),    (to, -i/>,)-(to,_i -¡A,-i),..., (to2-i/<2)-

(toi-i/ii). Here e* interchanges the first and last of these roots, the second and

second from last, etc. The corresponding simple system of roots of Si adds to the

end of this simple system the root 2(to! — ipj. Thus the Dynkin diagram of Si is

»—i—i • - • i—i~(~CD

This has only one automorphism, so r=r0.

The projections of the roots of 2' onto 23* are the roots ± ¡/r, + ¡ft, (all i, j). Thus

S£ is of type C,. The roots of S£ which are not roots of 55 are + 2i/i, ; for these are

the projections of the only roots of 2' whose root vectors have the form Rx,

xejj. Thus 55 has roots ±^i±tp¡ (zVy) and is of type D¡. The simple system of

roots ofSe which we get from the above simple system of roots of £' is ¡/rj — </i2,...,

*A¡ -1— 4>i, 2'pi- The corresponding simple system of roots of 55 is ¡/^ — </j2, ..., </>, _ j —

<A¡> *A¡-i+ </'!• As in example (II), we see that there are exactly two cosets of W(1))

in W(HS) : W(D) and w2l¡l¡ If(55). The second coset corresponds to the automorphism

of the diagram of 5) which interchanges ¡A, _ i — 0, and </r, _ 1 + i/i¡ and fixes all the

other simple roots. Thus G has two components. The index of G0 is 21—1=1, while

the index of the other component Gx is 21—(I— \) = l+ 1.

(V) 8 = £>(<l\i), the algebra of symmetric nxn matrices, and « = 2/+l, /^ 1. 3

can be represented as the algebra of symmetric linear transformations of a vector

space 3? of dimension 21+1 equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear

form. We choose a basis v0, vlt . . ., v2l for 23 with respect to which the form has

matrix

/' ° °\0    0   7,   .

\0   7,    0/
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As before, Eu means Ev¡¡v¡. Then 3 consists of linear transformations whose

matrices have the form

A      Ui      u2 \

«2      «11      Û12 I,

"i    Ö21    aii/

where A e O, wl5 u2, are 1 x / matrices, and % are /x / matrices satisfying ai2 = a'2,

fl2i = «2i- Also the skew transformations of 33 have matrices of the form

0     ui

-u2    an

-u\    a2i    -a{i/

where aX2-= —a\2 and a21= — a21. 5) again consists of the mappings ad Y for Y

skew. A basis for 3 is K0 = E00, Ki = Eii + Ei + hi + l (i=l,...,l), Eji + Ei + lJ + l

(i¥=j;i,j^l), Ei + u + Ej + l¡i (IáíJS/), EjJ + l + EÍJ + l (lúiúj), Eoj + Ei + l_0 (ISO.

£i,o + ^o,i + ¡ (1=0- A Cartan subalgebra SB of 55 is spanned by ad TT¡, where

Hi = (Eii-Ei + ui + l), ¿a 1. With this choice of 38, St = © 2i = o $#>• Thus a typical

element of 4? is TT=2S = 0 ««i ■ 2/^,-1-2! = i 'l'i ad #*• As before, we exhibit the roots

of St:
A. Roots p such that p(Ri) = 1.

[K0, H] = 2oj0Ko,

[Kt, H] = 2«^ = [(cot + M + ̂ -kMi (1 Ú i),

[EJt + Ei + u + l,H] = [(coi + «/-,) + (œj - ^)](Efl + Ei + U +,) (i # j?; i, /à 1 ),

[£, + ,,, + £, + ,.„ TT] = [(a>i + <A¡) + (tüJ + </r,)](/íi + !)í + /í; + ¡,i) (1 rg < gj),

[¿V,i + í + Tíiií+¡, TT] = [(oJi-^) + (wj-ifl,)](Ehl + l + Eu + l) (1 ¿ i £J),

[E04+Ei+l,o, H] = K+(co1-|-^)K^o.i+^+l,o) (1 â 0.

[£i,o+/io,i+„ H] = K+K-<rS)](Ao+£o.¡+¡) (i ^ »)■

B. Roots p such that p(Ri)= — 1. (We obtain these by applying £* to the roots

listed above.) -2<o0, -(wi-i/'i)-("'¡ + </'i)(l ¿0, — (t"i — «AO — (^, + »Ay) (/#/; *',./=? 1),

_(íüi_i/,.)_(Cü. _,/,.)    (lg/^y),     _(«*,+&)-(,»,+&)    (lá/á/X     -cüo-K-'/'O

(i<0, -«»-((ü,+tó(iáO.
C. As before we have a natural isomorphism between Horn 0 (S3, 33) and £

given by X+ Y <-> 2RX + ad Y for X in 3 and Y skew. If ew is the element of fl

corresponding to Etj e Horn* (S3, 33), then

i

i = l

H = coo<?oo+ 2 (tüi + A)e« + (ü,¡~i/'¡)ei + ¡.¡ + !
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and we can list the roots p of Si such that p(7?i) = 0.

[e„, 77] =

[ei + u + l, 77] =

[el + u, H] =

h + i,i, 77] =

[e,,y + „ 77] =

[eM + „77] =

[e0,i, H] =

Ko, 77] =

lei + ;,o, 77 J =

[é>o,, + „77] =

The roots of Si are a

i("i + 'Pi)-(<"J■ + *l'j) ]e,i

- (to, - l/r¡) + (to, - 4>,)]ei + U + i

- («>, - <Ai) + (*»¿ + <A;)ki + U

-(to,-¡/í,) + (to¡ + i/<¡)]ei + íji = 2tf¡iet + hi

- (">i + "Ai) + (<", - <Ay)]^i,j + 1

- (to, +1/>¡) + (to, -¡/>,)]eM + , =

-to0 + (to, + i/j,)]e0i,

W0-(<ui + 4'i)]ei,0

<^0-(^i-!Ai)ki + ,,0

-a)0 + (tO,-l/>,)]eo,i + !

OS« A
(i á i < A
(z ¥= j;i,j ^ 1),

(1 ̂  0,

(iïj;i,j^ 1),

2</>¡e¡,¡ + !    (1 g z),

(i ^ 0.
(1 á z),

(i ̂  0.
(1 ^ I).

11 sums and differences of to0, to,+ </<,, to, — ¡/>¡. Thus ® is of type

C2i + i. The roots of fl' are all differences of these terms, so that 2' is of type A2l.

A simple system of roots of 2' stabilized by e* is (coi + </>i) — (co2 + </>2),...,

(to,.1 + ip,-1)-(to, + «/>,), (co¡ + <p,)-co0, to0-(to, -</,,), (cuj-iAO-icUi-i-iA,-!), . . .

(to2 —1/(2) —(toj —i/ij). Here e* interchanges the first and last of these roots, the

second and second from last, etc. The corresponding simple system of roots

of Si is obtained by adding 2(to1-i/>1) to the end of this list. Thus the diagram

of Si is

I-1-1- -c=e=®
Again r=r0.

The roots of S£ are ±i/>i±<pj (i¥=j), ±4*> ±2*f>(. So Se is of type 7?C,. The only

roots of S£ which are not roots of 55 are ± 2<p¡, since these are the projections of

roots of 2' whose root vectors are of the form Rx. Thus 55 is of type B¡. The simple

system of roots of Se corresponding to the above simple system of roots of 2' is

i>i — 'll2,---,tl>i-i — >Pi, "Ai- These roots are also roots of 55 and since symmetries in

the simple roots generate the Weyl group, W(c&) = W(ZS). Thus F0 n G=G0, and

G has only one component. The index of G0 is (21+ 1) —1=1+1.

(VI) 4? = ^n, the Jordan algebra of all n x n matrices over O. As before, 55

consists of all mappings X-+ [X, Y], Ye On. We call this derivation ad Y. The

mapping of 0~ (the Lie algebra of all « x n matrices) onto 55 defined by Y\-> ad Y

is a Lie homomorphism whose kernel is the center of 0~, the set of scalar matrices.

If 33 is the set of matrices of tiace zero, then Yt-> ad Y is an isomorphism of 33

onto 55. Thus a Cartan subalgebra 33 of 55 is spanned by ad A,, where /?,=

ad (e„ — enn), i= 1,..., n — 1 ; here by eif we mean the matrix with 1 in the //-position

and 0 elsewhere. It is easy to see that with this choice of 28, 91 = Oeu © • • • © Oenn ;

since all e„ are primitive idempotents of 3, we will have W(T>) = WÇ£S), as above.
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Let TT= 2f= i t*H ■ 2Re¡ + 2f= i1 ̂ ï ad h¡ be a typical element of 4?, and let y = 2f= i1 &.

We exhibit the roots of ft:

A. Roots p such that p(Ri)=\.

[eu, H] = 2cuíeii = [(<*+£)-(—<»<+A)fai O < "),

[enn, H] = 2ojnenn = [(a>n-y)-(-ojn-y)]enn,

[ein, H] = [(ojn-y)-(-üji + i/>l)]ein (i < n),

[en„ H] = [(w,■ + </>,)-(-o>„-y)]enj (j < n),

[eti, H] = [(a), + i/jj) - ( - Wi - t/j^eu (i, j, n distinct).

B. Roots p such that p(R-¡)= — l. —2oji = ( — o)i + >/ji) — (ojl + i/it) (i<n), — 2a>„ =

(-ujn-y)-(ion-y), (-ojn-y)-(oji + i/,i) (i<n), ( - o>>+ >/,,) - (wn - y) (j<n),

( - m,■ + ip,) - (a)¡ + h) (i, j, n distinct).

C. Roots p such that p(Rt) = 0. It is not hard to check that

[2T?ei., 2RekJ = ad [etj, ekk] = (8jk-Sik) ad etj,

[ad etí, 2ReJ = 2Rletjteichl = (8Jk-8ik)2Reij,

[2Rein, ad (ekk-enn)] = (- l-8ik)2Re.n       (i, k < n),

[2Renj, ad (ekk-enn)] = (l + 8jk)2Reril (j, k < n),

[2R6ij, ad (ekk-enn)] = (8kj-8kt)2Reii (i # /; i,j, k < n),

[ad ein, ad (ekk-enn)] = (-1 -8ik) ad ein (i, k < n),

[ad enJ, ad (ekk-enn)] = (1 + 8jk) ad enj (j, k < n),

[ad eif, ad (ekk-enn)] = (8kj-8ki) ad etJ       (i ¥=./'; i,j, k < n).

Applying these, we see that

[2Re¡n + ad ein, TT] = [(ojn - y) - fa + </>i)](2Re¡n + ad ein) (i < n),

[-2i\n + ad ein, H] = [(-wn-y)-(-oji + Jlt)](-2Re¡n + ad ein) (i < n),

[2T?en/ + ad enf, H] = [(cüí + ^)-(cUn-y)](2Tíe„j + ad enj) (j < n),

[ - 2Renj + ad enj, H ] = [( - oJj + </,;) - ( - o>n - y)]( - 2Renj + ad eni) (j < n),

[2Rei¡ + ad ew, H] = [(wj + </,,)- (wt + ^)](2Äeii + ad ei}) (i, j, n distinct),

[-2T?Bi/ + ad ei}, H] = [(-ojj + <pj)-(-coi + >(,i)](-2Reij + ad %) (i,j, n distinct).

Thus the roots of ft are all differences of £u¡ + i/rf (/'<«), -cüj + i/ij (i<n), ojn — y

and —wn — y. Thus ft is of type A2n_y. The roots of £' are all differences of cuj + i/ij

(i<n) and con — y, together with all differences of — coi + ^i 0<") and —o>n — y.

Thus £' is of type An_i © An_i. A simple system of roots of £' stabilized by £*,

augmented in the usual manner to  give a simple system of roots  of ft, is

(oJl + </>i)-(to2 + if>2), . . .,(a>n-2 + <jJn-2)-(wn_i + <fln-.i), (">n-l+>pn-l)-(">n-y),

(cun-y)-(-«Jl + 'Al),        (-<»l+4'l)-(-w2 + <l'2)> • • -, (-con-2 + >/>n-2)-(-<"n-l +

<Aíi-i), (~°>n-i + ,/'n-i)-(-0l>n-y)- Here the root px which has been added to
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the simple system of roots of 2' is the middle root, (con — y) — ( — co1 + i/j1). Thus the

Dynkin diagram of Si is

t      i      i • • • i—¿^-1 • * • i      t      i

which has two automorphisms. This means that [r:r0] = [G:G0] = 2. In the above

list of simple roots, e* interchanges the first and (n+ l)th, the second and (« + 2)th,

etc. The roots of SE (hence of 55) are all differences of <Ai, ..., </>„_!, — y; henceS£ is

of type An_1. The simple system of roots of S£ obtained by projecting the above

simple system of roots of 2' is >/j1 — <fi2, ¡p2 — ¡A3,..., ¡A„ _ 2 — <A„ _ i, <A„_ i — ( — y). The

effect on this system of the nontrivial automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of St

(which interchanges (co1 + >/j1) — (co2 + ip2) and ( — con_1 + x/in_1) — ( — con — y), etc.) is

to interchange <Ai — >A2 and <A„_i — ( — y), <p2 — >p3 and <An_2 — ¡A„_u etc. The number

of orbits of this automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of 55 is [n/2]. Thus the

index of G0 is (2n— \) — (n— \) = n, while the index of the other component Gi of

G is [2/J/2]- [n/2] = n- [n/2] = [(n +1)/2].

(VII) 8 = 4?(<I)2n> J), " = 3, i.e. 8 is the set of 2nx2n matrices symmetric under

the involution J: X^ S'1XS, where S = diag {Q, Q,..., Q} (there are n Q's here)

and Q is the 2x2 matrix (_° ¿). For purposes of notation, we divide matrices up

into zi2 2x2 blocks. By 7,,- we mean the 2« x 2/z matrix which has (0 ?) in the

zj-block and (° °) elsewhere ; thus we regard 02n as the algebra of all n x n matrices

over 02. We note that Q~1=Qt. If X=ZU X^,- (Xife02), then X1 =

2(,i Q^XfiQfj. Also Ô_1(? d)ô = (-c "a)- From these facts we can see that a

basis for 3 consists of 7„, JVfl ?)7y + (0 g)7;, (i^j), Ä,; = (8 0)/,, + (o 'IVa

(i<j), Stj = (l o)Iij + i-i oK;i ('</)• As before, 55 consists entirely of mappings

ad A, where A e 02n and A1 = — A. The mapping A h> ad A from the set of/-skew

matrices onto 55 is a Lie isomorphism. A Cartan subalgebra for the algebra of

/-skew matrices is spanned by 77, = (~¿ î)7„ (z'=l,..., n). Thus we can take

28={2ii=i </>, ad 77, | ifit e O}. It is not hard to see that 9Í is spanned by all 7„,

which are primitive idempotents of 8- Hence in this case we will have 1^(55) =

W(Ze). We exhibit the roots of Si: if 7z"=2?=i «V27?,,, + 2?= i & ad 77„ then we

have

A. Roots p such that p(R1) = l.

[TV 77] = [(to,-<A,) +(to,+ </.,)]/>„ (z ?* j),

[Rtj, 77] = [(to, + 0f) + (to, + 0j)J^, (z < 7),

[5,;, 77] = [(to, - «A,) + K - 0,)]Si;.        (z < ./).

B. Roots  p  such   that   p(R1)= — l.  —(co¡ + i/ii) — (coj — i(ij)   (i^j),   —(to, —<A,) —

(coj-^j) (i<j), -(to, + <Ai)-(to) + <Ay) (z<;).

C. As before, we have an isomorphism between 02^ and 2 given as follows:
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if XJ=X and Y1 = - Y, then X+ Y <-> 2RX + ad Y. Under this isomorphism

TT £ £ corresponds to

i to-A     o   v
¡¿ l   o      «,+*J ""

If Tij is the element of £ corresponding to (§ ¿)TU, F, to (_° jj)/«, T.11 to (¿ g)/^,

A'2 to (°o o)Ty, T,2/ to (? g)4, and Tf/ to (g ?)/,-, then we have for the roots p such

that P(Ri) = 0,

[Et,H] = 2$& = K-t+W-K-WK.

[F^TT] = -2&F, = [(iUi-(/,i)-(oJi + ,/.i)]Fi,

[/f1/, T/] = K«, - M - («• - hWâ?      0' * /'),

[/¿■2, TT] = [(% + £)- (*>, - MW        O ¥= j),

[i?y, h] = [(co, - *j - (co,+tm?     a * j),

w2, h ] = K«,y+&) - («,+mm    a * /).

Thus the roots of SÎ are all sums and differences of distinct terms <o¡-r-^¡

and co¡ — ipi. Hence ft is of type D2n. The roots of £' are all differences of these

terms, so £' is of type A2n.x. A simple system of £' stabilized by e* is

(ojj + i/>i) - (co2 + i/-2), . . ., (con_ j + i/-n_ i) - (con + iftn), (con + <j)n) - (con - i/in), (a>n - <pn)

— (^n-i — "An-i), • • -, (<°2 — ̂ 2) — (wi — >Ai)- Here s* interchanges the first and last

roots, the second and second from last, etc. One adds to the list the root (co2 — t/j2)

+ (a>i — ip^ to get the corresponding simple system of roots of ft. Thus ft has Dynkin

diagram

» 1- • • • ^^

Since nS3, 2«^6 and this has only one automorphism. As a result, r = ro and

hence G = G0. The roots of Se (i.e. of 5)) are ±</>¡±</>,- 0V./), ±2<A,, so that 5) is of

type Cn. The simple system of roots of 5> derived from the above simple system

of roots of £' is i/>1 — tp2, <li2 — i/)3,...,i/in_1 — </jn, 2</>n. The index of G0 is 2n — n = n.

(VIII) 3 = 4?(£)3), the exceptional simple Jordan algebra of all 3x3 hermitian

matrices over the octonian algebra D. We saw following Proposition 10 that ft is

of type E7. Since the Dynkin diagram of ft has no nontrivial automorphisms,

r = T0. 5) is of type F4 [7, p. 35]; since the Dynkin diagram of 55 has no nontrivial

automorphisms, G = G0. Also the index of G0 is 7 — 4 = 3 (this has been shown for

all characteristics #2, 3 by Smith [14]). It is known [7, p. 36] that Si is spanned

by primitive idempotents. Thus 2£ is also of type F^.

A table summarizing examples (II) through (VIII) appears in [13, p. 503].

Appendix. In the proof of Theorem 3, we used the following fact: if e and/

are two primitive idempotents of 3 = 01 © S3, the (simple) Jordan algebra of a
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space equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, then U2e-\U2Í-^ e

Aut0 3- In the proof of Theorem 5 we used similar facts about the three-dimen-

sional simple Jordan algebra 33 over O: that the set of primitive idempotents of

23 is an irreducible algebraic set and that if 23 is a subalgebra of a Jordan algebra

3, with e and / primitive idempotents of 33, then U2e _ 1 U2f _ i g Aut0 3- These

facts are corollaries of the following:

Theorem. Let 8 be a simple Jordan algebra over O, an algebraically closed field

of characteristic p, where p = 0 or p is bigger than or equal to the degree o/3- Then

the set of primitive idempotents of 8 is an irreducible algebraic set.

This theorem was first proven by Helwig in [5]; his method was simply to examine

each of the simple Jordan algebras as given by the classification theory, using

special considerations for each. Our proof, except possibly at one point, will not

use the classification theory.

If 3 is a Jordan algebra, we let 7(8) be the set of primitive idempotents of 3-

In general, if e2 = e, then t/2e_! e Aut 3- For U2e-1 is in the structure group of

3 and (2e-l)-2 = 4e-4e+l = l, so that W2e.1 = l. If xg3, then

xi/2e_! = 2(x.(2e-l)).(2e-l)-x.(2e-l)-2

= 8(x.e).e — 4x.e — 4x.e + 2x — x

= %(x.e).e — Sx.e + x.

The next three propositions are sufficient for the applications in the proofs of

Theorems 3 and 5 cited above.

Proposition 1. Let 3 be a Jordan algebra and 33 a subalgebra. Suppose that 7(33)

is an irreducible algebraic set and e,fe 7(23). Then U2e-\U2¡-\ e Aut0 3-

Proof. We have seen that for e e 7(33), U2e _ i g Aut 8- Fix e e 7(33) and consider

the polynomial map of 7(23) -> Aut 8 defined by/V-^ U2e-\U2!-\. The image of

7(23) is an irreducible subset of Aut 8 which contains 1 (since i/2e_1(72e_i = l).

Hence it is contained in Aut0 8-

Proposition 2. Let 33 be a vector space of dimension at least 2 with a non-

degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , ). Let 7(33) = {v e 93 | (v, v)= 1}. Then 7(33)

is an irreducible algebraic set.

Proof. Choose a basis v%,..., vn for 33 and let (a(j) be the matrix of the form

with respect to this basis. If t> = 2in=i \Vu then v e 7(33) if and only if 2¡; «yXjA,— 1

= 0. Thus 7(33) is an algebraic set. To show it is irreducible, we only have to show

that the polynomial F(XU..., An) = 2r,, = i ce,,A,A;- 1 is irreducible. Suppose other-

wise. Degree considerations show that proper factors of F(X) have degree one.

Thus we have assumed that F(X) = (l(X) + a)(m(X) + ß) where /, m are nonzero linear

polynomials and ce, ß are scalars. Equating terms of degree zero, we find that

aß= — \. If we replace l(X) + a by a~1(l(X) + a) and m(X) + ß by a(m(X) + ß), we see
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we may assume a=l, jS= — 1. Then equating terms of degree one, we see that

0 = /(A) — m(X). Equating terms of degree two, we get 2 ccijXiXj = l(X)m(X) = l(X)2.

I.e. we have a nonzero linear functional / on 33 such that (v, v) — l(v)2 for all v e 33.

If we linearize this, we get (u, v) = l(u)l(v) for all u, v e 33. Now dim S3 ̂ 2, so / has

a nonzero kernel. Choose 0#w e 33 so that l(u) = 0. Then (u, v) = 0 for all v e 33,

in contradiction to the nondegeneracy of the form.

Proposition 3. T/3 = 01 © S3 is the Jordan algebra o/33 (33 as in Proposition 2),

then T(3) is an irreducible algebraic set.

Proof. Since 3 has degree 2, any idempotent not equal to 0 or 1 is primitive.

It is easy to see that al +v (a e O, v e 33) is a primitive idempotent if and only if

a = ^ and (2v, 2v)= 1. Thus the primitive idempotents of 3 are exactly the elements

of the form ^0+^), where (v, v)=l. It is thus clear that T(3) = {al+t> | a=i,

(v, f) = i} is an algebraic set. Also v¡-+$(l+v) is a polynomial map from T(33)

onto T(3). So Proposition 2 implies that T(3) is irreducible.

As we have seen, this suffices for our applications. We now proceed to the proof

of the theorem. 3 is henceforth a simple Jordan algebra over O, an algebraically

closed field of characteristic at least « = deg 3- Let t be the generic trace of 3- We

will use the following facts, whose proofs appear to make use of the classification

of simple algebras.

1. Any complete orthogonal set of primitive idempotents has n elements.

2. The trace of any primitive idempotent is 1.

3. If e is an idempotent of trace 1, then e is primitive.

To verify these facts, let e be any idempotent. Choose a complete orthogonal

set {eu...,em} of primitive idempotents such that e = ei+ ■ ■ ■ +er and l—e =

er + i+ ■ ■ ■ +em. The classification theory [10, pp. 202-205] shows that if m = l, then

5=01; if m -2, 3 = ^1 © S3, the algebra of a space with a nondegenerate sym-

metric bilinear form, and ei = (\+v)/2, e2 = (l—v)/2 for some v e S3 such that

(v, v)= 1 ; if w^3 then 3 is a Jordan matrix algebra with e¡ the diagonal matrix

units. In each of these cases the generic minimum polynomial is known [10, pp. 229-

233]; it has degree m, and hence m = n (which shows 1). Also r(e()=l, i=l,..., m.

This shows 2, if we take e to be primitive, i.e. e = ex. Finally, if t(e)=l, then

r = 1 (mod p), where p is the characteristic of O. So p | r - 1. If r —1^0 then p á r — 1

^ m — 1, a contradiction to p ^ n.

Lemma. Let 3 °e as above and e = ey, e2,..., en a complete orthogonal set of

primitive idempotents. For y e O, xe^n2(e), let f=y2e + yx + x2.(l—e). Then

r(/) = y2 + i/(x2-) and f-* = t(f)fi Moreover, if t(f)^0 then t(f)-y is a primitive

idempotent of$¡.

Conversely, if f is any primitive idempotent of 3 such that fUe¥=0, then there

exist y e O, x £%n2(e) so that f=y2e+yx + x2.(\ —e).

Proof. Let  © 2¡sj S« be the  Peirce  decomposition  of 3 with respect to
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{eu...,en}. Let xe^m(e), say x = 2y>i"iy> where u^eg^. Then x2 =

2i.y> i «u-"iy = Ii <i<, 2uj_i.au + 2i <i Uij. Now 2mw.«u g 3w and wi2, =-£f («iy)(ei + e,) ;

for by [10, p. 202], if xti e 8y then x¡2 = ce(e¡ + e}), and by taking the trace of both

sides we find that ce = £í(x¡2). Thus

x'2 = [ 2 M«iy)"k + 2 M«iy>y +   2   2mi3,Mi¡
Li>l J ;>1 l<i<y

/(x-2) = 2 *»+ 2 «+o= 2 '(»«)•
y>l y>l J>1

Since x2 g 8i(e) + 8o^), the component of x2 in 8i(e) is x2.e and the component

of x2 in 3o(e) is x2.(l — e). Applying this to the above, we find that

(1) x2.e = lrt(x2)e,

x2.(\-e) = 2 M"iy)ey +   2   2mi,-.izi„
j>1 X<i<i

(x2.(l-e)).x = 2 ir(«iy)«u+   2   [2("iy"ii)-"iy + 2(ziiy.«i,).Wi,],
j > 1 1 < i < J

= 2 Wöw)««+ 2  N3-wn+*íUuJ-
y>l l<i<y

Here we have used a well-known identity [10, identity PD 10, p. 121] which says

that (XiJ.yij).zjk = (XiJ.zjk).ylj + (yiJ.zjk).Xij, where the subscripts indicate the Peirce

spaces to which the elements belong; in this application we take j to be 1, i to be

j, k to be i, Xtj=yij to be uu in the term 2(uil.uu).u1], and treat the term 2(u1].uli).uli

similarly. Thus

(x2.(\-e)).x = 2 W«iy)«iy+2 u'u-uu
y>i i*j

=  2 M"i>ií+2 M"H)(ea + e0-«ii
y>i ¡#y

= 2 4?("ií)"ií+ 2 i'(M«)"w
y>i i*i

= 2 ±'(«i>w + 2   2 ««*•*y>i y>i i<i#y
= 22 M«*«« = i 2 « 2 "w.i>i ¡>i ¡>i y>i

(2) (x2.(\-e)).x = \t(x2)x.

Using equation (1), we find that

(x2.e).x = %t(x2)e.x = it(x2)x.

Adding this equation to (2), we obtain

Xa = (x2)x = 2\-(t(x2)x,

(3) x3 = $t(x2)x.
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Using (3), we find that

x* = x-3.x = \t(x-2)x-2 = ^t(x-2)x2.e + ^t(x-2).(x-2.(\-e)).

Also, since 3o(^)-3i(e) = °,

x-4 = x2.x-2 = (x2.e + x-2.(\-e))-2 = (x-2.e)-2 + (x2.(l-e))-2.

We equate terms in 3o(e) to obtain

(4) (x2.(\-e))2 = it(x 2)x-2.(l-e).

Now if/is as in the statement of the Lemma, then

/•a = yie + y2x-2 + (x-2.(l-e)y2 + 2yse.x + 2yx.(x2.(l-e)) + 20

= y*e + y2x-2.e + y2x-2.(l-e)+it(x-2)x-2.(l-e) + y3x+2y][t(x-2)x;

here we have used (2) and (4). We apply (1) and collect terms:

y.2   =   y2[y2+Mx.2)]e+[y2+Mx.2)k.2(1_e) + y[y2+Mx.2)]x

Now t(f) = y2 + t(x2.(I-e)) = y2 + t(x-2)-t(x-2.e) = y2 + t(x-2)-it(x-2) = y2 + it(x2).

I.e. fA = t(f)f. Also, if t(f)¿0 then we multiply by t(f)~2 to get [t(f)~1f]-2 =

/(7)"1/ Moreover, t(t(f)'1f)=\, and so r(/)-1/is a primitive idempotent.

We now prove the converse. Let / be a primitive idempotent ; suppose /=/0 +

/1/2+/1, where/ e3i(^)- The hypothesis/i7e#0 means that/ = ae, O^ct e O. Since

O is algebraically closed, we can choose y e O so that y2 = a.

Since / is an idempotent, f0 +fm +/ = (/ +/1/2 +/)-2 =f02 +fi% +fi2 + 2/0./1/2 +

2/i/2-/ + 2-0. We equate terms in the various Peirce spaces:

(5) /o=/o2+/i22-(l-e),

Z=/i2+/i22.e.

Since /1 = y2e, we have

y2e = y4e+/i22.e.

Now by (1), t(fi22.e)=fy(fi%). Hence taking traces we find

(6) \t(h%) = y»-y*.

We equate the terms in 3i,2(e) of the original equation and get

2/o-/i/2 +2/1-/1/2 = /i/2,        2/0./1/2 + y/1/2 =/1/2,

(7) 2/0./1/2 = (l-y2)/1/2.

We apply another well-known identity [10, identity PD 5, p. 121], which says

(xíj.yÍJ).zjJ=[(xij.ZjJ).yi, + (yij.zjj).xi¡]ej. Here we take e¡ to be e, e} to be \-e, xtj

to be/1/2 and z¡¡ to be/0. We get

fil-fo = (2(/0./i/2)./i/2).(l-e) = (l-y2)/i22.(l-e)
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by (7). So (fi%.(\-e)).f0 = (\-y2)fi%.(\-e), since 3i(e)-3o(e) = 0. This together

with (5) implies

[/o-y-2/iMi -e)lfo = /ó2-y-2(i -y2)/i22.(i -e)

= fo-fi%.^-e)-y-2fi%.(\-e)+fi%.(\-e)

= /o-y-2/i22.(l-e).

[/o-y-2/if2-(l -e)].fm = /o-/i,2-y-2[/i22.(l -e)].fll2

- 1(1 -y2)/1/2-y-2ii(/if2)/i/2   by (2) and (7)

= «1 -y2)/i/2-y-2l(y2-y4)/i,2   by (6)

= i(l-y2)A,2-i(l-y2)/i,2 = 0.

Furthermore, since 8i(e)-8o(e) = 0, we have

[/o-y-yi22.(l-e)]./ = /0-y-Yif2.(l-e),

which means that f0-y~2fi22.(i-e) g3i(/) = (1)/ (recall / is primitive). Say

fo-y-2fi%.0-e) = ßf=ßf1+ßfll2+ßf0. Since f0-y-2fi22.(l-e)eSo(e) and f^O,

we see by equating terms that ß = 0. Sof0 = y~2fi22.(l—e). If x = y~1fll2 then clearly

f=y2e + yx + x2.(l—e), as desired.

Before giving the proof of the theorem, we make the following observation.

Let 33 be a vector space and U a subset of 33. Suppose U is the union of a family

{Ia} of irreducible relatively (in U) open sets, any two of which have an element

in common. We claim that U is irreducible. Choose a fixed 70 in the family. We

show that 70 is dense in U; this will be sufficient, for then 70 = U is irreducible, and

so U is irreducible. Now let IF be a nonempty open subset of U. Then for some

Ia, W n Iajt 0. Also 70 n Ia ^ 0. Thus W r\ Ia and 70 n Ia are nonempty relatively

open subsets of Ia, which is irreducible. So 70 n Ia n (TV 0, which means in

particular that 70 n JF# 0. This shows that 70 is dense in U.

Proof of Theorem. We choose a complete orthogonal set of primitive idem-

potents {eu ..., en} for 8 and apply Proposition 2 to the vector space 33, = 8ife) +

8i/2(^i) for each i, where the bilinear form is given by

(yet + x,yet + x) = y2+-2-r(x2).

This is clearly a nondegenerate form since t is nondegenerate on 3i/2(a)- The

above lemma says that the polynomial function from 7(33,) to 3 defined by

ye, + x^y2e, + yx + x-2.(l— e,) maps 7(33,) onto a set of primitive idempotents of

3 containing the set 7, of all primitive idempotents/of 8 such that/{/ej#0 (since

z(y2e, + yx+x-2.(l— e/))=l in this case, the image set consists of idempotents).

This means that 7, is an irreducible set. For 7, is an open, hence dense, subset of a

polynomial image of 7(33,), which is irreducible by Proposition 2. If z'#y, then

7, n 7y# 0. Indeed, e, and e} are connected idempotents. Choose a &3¡y so that
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a-2 = ei-\-eJ. Then ■jfe + ej + a) is a primitive idempotent in T¡ n /:

[•K«t + «i + a)]-a = i(ei2 + e;2 + a-2 + a + a) = i(2e, + 2e,- + 2a)

= ifa + ej + a),

t(i(ei + ej + a)) = 1(1 + 1+0)= 1,

M«i+«î+«)#., = ¥i * °,
Kei+ey+a)ü"e/ = ie, # 0.

Also every primitive idempotent / is in some T¡. For if fUe= c^ei then 1 =?(/) =

2i a¡, so not all a, are zero. We conclude that T(3) = U"=i h- This implies that T(3)

is irreducible, by the above remarks. T(3) is certainly closed, since the conditions

x2 = x, t(x)=l are polynomial conditions.
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